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Handmade Kitchens
COntents

Thank you for picking up our Spring 2013 kiTchen Brochure.
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about neptune

from modern classics to traditional chic, our range of stunning kitchens are

20

chichester

designed to bring f lexible, functional and stylish living to your home.
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Suffolk

74

henley

each collection is a celebration of traditional carpentry techniques, the finest
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planning your kitchen

raw materials and the most innovative design. The three ranges work together
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original colours

beautifully so that you can inject a touch of glamour, some rustic charm or
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isoguard™

bring a sleek, sophistication to your kitchen using one style or a combination
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handles, hinges & catches

of all three.
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Lighting

a neptune kitchen will always feel bespoke. With our extensive range of cabinets,

sPeCiFiCatiOns

paints, finishes, handles, skirtings and fixtures we want you to have the freedom
and the confidence to design a kitchen that perfectly suits you and your lifestyle,
whether you live in an urban loft, country cottage or coastal retreat.
We have loved seeing the different results. a henley kitchen with sharp cut
out handles for a sleek contemporary finish, or a traditional chichester in

126

chichester

150

Suffollk

174

henley
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appliances
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pembroke Storage

striking blue. We have always enjoyed getting your feedback but it has been a
real pleasure to be so inspired by your ideas.
With the introduction of our new range of accessories, there is even more
scope for stylish design ideas for the whole home. from elegant lighting and
vintage prints to handsome clocks and sophisticated tableware there is a
Handmade

beautiful accent for every home.
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Please see our other brochures too!
Interior, Accessories, Bathroom & Garden
You can view all of our brochures online at neptune.com

Like us on Facebook and keep up to date with the latest
news, competitions and offers.
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www.neptune.com
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What We Do
We Love good deSign. for uS good deSign iS noT JuST uSing
the finest raw materials, the most talented craftsmen and the best traditional
carpentry techniques; it is making a beautiful design for a very affordable
price. as a passionate team of individuals who are committed to this simple
idea, we work hard to make each piece look stunning, to last a lifetime and to
not cost the earth.
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When we first started Neptune in 1996 it was in a farm
workshop in Wiltshire with a small team of very dedicated (and dusty)
individuals. This small studio is where we designed, built and tested everything.
We are now a team of over 100 designers, carpenters and painters in a bigger
building, but with exactly the same passion. From the design right through
to the delivery we make sure every detail and every material reflects our
commitment to quality, design and affordability.
We are not just a team of design geeks though. Once you have chosen
something from the Neptune collection we want to help you get it home, help
you care for it, and help you if any problem occurs. Our guarantees, aftercare
products and our service team will make sure you have a lifetime of enjoyment
from your Neptune furniture.
Right from the beginning our aim was to keep creating new and innovative
designs, so that you could enjoy choosing Neptune furniture for many years
to come. Nearly 15 years on and we are still passionate about what we do and
how we do it…. the only difference now is we don’t need to wade through mud
to get to the workshop.
10
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Our Kitchens
a nepTune kiTchen iS a BeSpoke kiTchen WiThouT The
bespoke price tag. each cabinet is made from the best materials and to the
same standard as our freestanding furniture to give you the freedom and
quality of a tailor made kitchen.
We thought it was a simple idea. using traditional methods, the very best
timber, clever design and the latest in technology, could we create a range of
kitchen cabinets that would feel like a bespoke kitchen but did not cost the
earth? Well, we locked ourselves in a room with a group of keen carpenters and
about three months later we had the chichester kitchen. it took traditional
methods of carpentry and design and re-invented it for modern living. each
cabinet was beautifully made, came in a wide range of versatile sizes, could be
customised to fit any classical or contemporary home and offered complete
flexibility, individuality and affordability.
What we have now are three beautiful kitchen designs. The chichester with
its classical english design, the Suffolk with its pared back simplicity and the
stunning henley, which celebrates the majestic oak. each range can fit the
smallest of galley kitchens or the largest of open plan living spaces. it is a
kitchen that uses the finest raw materials, traditional design and artisanal
techniques so that not only does it look beautiful and work wonderfully, but
it can be moved around and customised at will to suit any stage in your life.
Which is a relief because our kitchens are designed to last a lifetime.
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Our Materials
We STarT WiTh The BeST naTuraL maTeriaLS. our
carpenters and joiners love turning a raw piece of timber into something
intricate, complex and beautiful. By using authentic materials and
traditional techniques we can create complex designs that turn a
cabinet into a sophisticated piece of furniture.
Timber is a natural, organic material so we are careful to choose the
right wood for the right purpose. Large staves of oak for our work
surfaces, f lexible birch for our smooth hand painted finish and strong
poplar for our cabinet panels. We insist on using timber from well
managed, sustainable forests so we know the history and quality of each
tree. Whether it was dry winters or wet springs, we can then decide if
the timber will live up to our expectations.
With this in mind we would never dream of using mdf or chipboard.
The timbers we use are wonderful to work with and are extremely
stable. manufactured materials that are made with noxious chemicals
to hold their shape have no inherent strength and cause real damage to
the environment.
it’s not just the timber we carefully source. We want every detail to be
perfect so we make all our own hardware including our stainless steel
handles, chrome catches and magnets covered in velvet for a soft close.
from the curved skirting boards to the antique brass hinges every
detail is carefully taken care of.
very simply we believe that choosing the best materials gives us the
freedom to design the best furniture. and we think that you want the
best quality, responsibly sourced, beautifully designed furniture at an
affordable price.
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Our standards require exceptional joinery, clever
construction and beautiful finishing. Everything is hand made, hand painted
and carefully checked. We use complex traditional carpentry techniques so
our furniture is strong, flexible and elegant.
All our cabinets are fully framed and use dovetail joints and traditional
mortise and tenon joints epoxy glued together and physically locked with a
dowel. We design sophisticated details such as curved skirting boards, raised
cabinets for dishwashers, pan drawers than carry up to 30kgs, velvet covered
cutlery drawers, hidden magnetic catches and removable cornices to make
each piece of furniture extremely functional and very stylish.
We are sticklers for detail. Our cabinets go through a four stage finishing
program, all our shelves use a flexible and elegant zig-zag system, our timber
is sealed with our revolutionary Isoguard system and we use four coats when
hand painting our furniture. Combine this attention to detail with the hidden
extras and wonderful array of different paints, handles, hinges and catches
and you have bespoke, clever designs for your home that will last a lifetime.
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7
reasons
why

How We
Do It

1: JOinerY
every joint is the best, not the easiest,

3: adJustabLe sHeLving

including mortise and tenon with
a dowel lock for all framework and
dovetail joints on all drawers. the
result is phenomenal strength for a
lifetime of use.

Our zig-zag shelving system
2: FLexibiLitY & strengtH

is solid and dependable and

stainless steel fastenings abound

wonderfully elegant. difficult to

to guarantee a lifetime of use with

make, but we believe it's worth

absolutely no movement, no matter

it. it allows perfect adjustment

how heavily used. stainless steel

to suit you and is even used on

adjustable feet ensure ultimate

invisible shelves, simply because

strength and solidity.

we believe it's the best system
and we don't take short cuts.

our deSignS
We like our designs to reflect our lifestyle. We want pieces
that are elegant, relaxed, authentic and inspired. We are
influenced by classical proportions, english heritage and
traditional artisanal techniques.
our crafTSmanShip
We create furniture that feels bespoke and original, hand
crafted and functional. The best raw materials such as
beautiful oak, stunning granite and pure english lambswool
inspire our designs so that we make the most from our

7: COnstruCtiOn
MdF and chipboard are banned
from our cabinets! Why?
because they are nothing like
as durable and we expect our
furniture to last...

wonderful natural resources.
our STyLe
We offer a carefully considered palette of sophisticated
paint colours, finishes, sizes, handles and hinges so that
you can create your own unique design. We combine
contemporary style with traditional form, attention to
detail with careful engineering and innovative designs
with modern day classics for a stylish and comfortable
look that is designed to fit your lifestyle perfectly.

6: Fittings
robust catches are used throughout
to guarantee our doors keep their
shape for good. On suffolk and
Henley we even developed our own
hidden magnetic system. We use
soft-close underdrawer runners with a
lifetime guarantee. these are the very
best and can carry 30kgs per drawer.

18

4: HandLes
available with a stunning handle
selection and further options to
customise as you require.
5: Hinges
no cheap hinges here! We
prefer the classic butt hinge in
chrome or antique bronze for a
beautiful finish.
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Chichester
base Cabinets
WaLL Cabinets
FuLL HeigHt Cabinets
Free-standing Cabinets
KitCHen isLands
CHOPPing bLOCKs
Fitted sHeLving
Wine raCKs
POtbOard
The chicheSTer kiTchen iS our originaL kiTchen
and we absolutely love it. it is a wonderful combination of traditional
detailing, elegant craftsmanship and sophisticated proportions. its
versatility lies in the fact that it can sit comfortably in the most
contemporary space or look stylish in a rustic farmhouse.
The soft hand painted finish and distinctive profile look stunning
in any of our 28 paint colours, complemented by our wide range
of handles and hinges. With each unique cabinet and each unique
combination you can create a bespoke design that perfectly suits
your home and lifestyle.

20
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Handmade Kitchens - Chichester
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Handmade Kitchens - Chichester
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Chichester
Design

The concept behind the Chichester Kitchen was to design
and produce a kitchen of the very highest standard, at a fantastic price that
is truly simple to fit. We wanted it to perfectly match all our freestanding
Chichester furniture to give you the look and feel of a bespoke kitchen that was
flexible, functional and refined.
We have put a great deal of care and attention into every detail to make your
Chichester Kitchen a joy to fit as well as to use. Using the best traditional joinery
methods we have made each cabinet using a fully framed face so the doors and
drawers are set into the cabinet frame. This framework runs all the way to the
floor, with a removable skirting board for a freestanding look or recessed back
to give a strong shadow, yet still preventing dirt from disappearing into the void.
Immediately behind each frame the cabinet is cut away from the floor to make
it easy to adjust the front legs to scribe them perfectly to an uneven floor. These
stainless steel legs will never fail and are easy to adjust and secure to the ground
to lock each cabinet in place.
We have also created a flexible void at the back of each cabinet to cater for uneven
walls, plus a pair of adjustable stainless steel brackets to secure each cabinet to
the wall. On the side is a 12mm overlap, which allows cabinets to be staggered in
their layout. This gives you the option of setting feature items forward as well as
allowing for minor adjustments in how much space a run takes.
The result is a fabulous design that you will really want to live in.
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Handmade Kitchens - Chichester
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Joinery Details

Our Chichester Kitchen has a

Inside each cabinet the detailing is equally

number of key features that we are really proud

important. Drawer boxes are made from

of. The traditional moulding detail has been

15mm sides rather than the 10mm norm.

given a subtle, contemporary finish. The door

Key cabinets, such as the larder, incorporate

mouldings rise proud of the frame and then

a host of useful and elegant features such as

return to the centre panel in a classical double

the beautiful scalloping that allows you to see

pattern to produce shadow and relief. The

what you have stored where. The spice rack

same stylish approach is applied to the clever

on the door gives you additional space for

pull-outs, such as the bins and dishwashers, to

smaller items that will otherwise get lost.

Traditionally
a dishwasher
is sited by
the sink. In
this case the
dishwasher was
positioned next
to the table
with drawers
adjacent for
immediate
storage. Genius!

give your kitchen a seamless look.
Each drawer is framed in a traditional ‘cock

To complete your kitchen we offer a choice of

bead’ style and is fitted with the very best

skirting for a crisper look or stiles to the floor

fully extending runners on the market. Clever

for a free-standing finish. We even supply an

adjustment levers are included to allow you to

acrylic template should you wish to cut out a

reset the position of your drawers to ensure

section of your skirting with the Chichester

they never drop or stick.

detailing, perhaps below the sink. Every detail
is designed to give you a unique, bespoke
kitchen that perfectly suits your home and
your lifestyle.

Our beautiful Chichester kitchen
uses traditional joinery throughout
- mortise and tenons, full dovetails,
zig-zag shelving - resulting in a
stunning finish.
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Full Height
Cabinets

We are particularly excited by our full height cabinets.
These have all been designed to work beautifully together and allow a selection
of cabinets to be married collectively to create a fantastic centrepiece for your
kitchen. These pieces consist of four principal components: the larder, the
concealed fridge freezer, the oven housing cabinet and the bridge link cabinet. A
key area for any kitchen is the larder or food store. We have created these pieces
to provide an outstanding section of your kitchen for this purpose.
For a smaller kitchen you can put our concealed fridge freezer cabinet next to
our larder cabinet to create a compact yet fully featured larder space. Capped
off in our cornicing this creates a beautiful free-standing cupboard or can be
included next to a run of standard base cabinets.
The Grand Larder solution is truly magnificent! Simply fit our bridge link
cabinet between two larders and put your American style fridge/freezer/ice
maker/water cooler in the centre.

Right:
The Grand Larder in all its glory. Stunning and all you will ever need.
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Colour

Have a new kitchen
every year. Simply
repaint and change
the handles for a new
fresh feel!
one of The verSaTiLe feaTureS of our
original chichester kitchen is that it will never date.
over time you may change your mind and want a
different look. The beauty of this kitchen is that you
can change the paint colour and the handles and you’ve
got yourself a brand new kitchen.

Left:
Chichester Kitchen cabinets hand
painted in Lily and wall painted
in Fog.
Above:
Customise your kitchen in one
of 28 original colours, please see
page 116 and truly make it your
own.
Below:
Customise your kitchen with a
personalised choice of handles and
knobs. see page 121 for our entire
collection.

With twenty eight original colours to choose from and an
assortment of handle options you really can update the
look and feel of your kitchen with minimal cost and effort.
adding one of our paint finishes to your walls, doors and
skirtings will enhance the look of the kitchen even if you
decide to retain our wonderful Limestone finish.
So whether your chosen look is contemporary or traditional
we have a range of finishing touches to meet your needs.
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Freestanding
Kitchen Islands

We Love kiTchen iSLandS. They are The SociaBLe
hub of the kitchen and we love a good party! islands are also very
practical, creating a relaxed flow between the dining and cooking
areas. our kitchen islands are big, strong and beautiful. They are
the all-in-one kitchen must have that can transform your kitchen
with it’s wealth of work surfaces, storage cupboards, drawers,
shelves and wine racks.
our chichester island was one of the first pieces of furniture
we designed. it has also proved to be one of our most popular.
We have made sure our Suffolk and henley islands are as
sophisticated, well designed and beautifully constructed. Why
not try mixing and matching your kitchen island and cabinets. a
henley island with a Suffolk kitchen can create a beautiful focal
point that contrasts with the elegant painted cabinets.
please note that the henley islands are designed with a stone work
surface in mind and therefore do not come with one as standard.
This allows you to select a stone top of your choice to fit in with
the rest of your kitchen.

suffolk island
Henley island
(excluding work surface)

Chichester Oval island

Right
Island details:
Chichester Oval island
suffolk island
Henley island
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Chichester island painted in Mist
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Throughout
Your House

Extend your beautiful kitchen
into the utility room with our comprehensive
range of cabinets and accessories.
A host of options allows you to create a bespoke
area to suit your individual needs. Whether
you need a washroom, bootroom or just some
much needed extra storage you can make this
practical working space an area to enjoy doing
those everyday tasks!
36

Handmade Kitchens - Chichester

Our beautiful Chichester utility
room uses traditional joinery
throughout - mortise and tenons
joints, full dovetails and zig-zag
shelving - resulting in a stunning
finish.
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Chopping
Blocks

Suffolk Chopping Block in Dove Grey.

Food can build tradition and memories. It has its own
seasons and familiarities from sunny picnics to warming hot chocolates on a
cold winters day.
A classic Butchers Block is a piece of furniture that has its own sense of
nostalgia. Evenings spent chatting and chopping and the inevitable rivets
and marks that are etched into it as meals are cooked and eaten.
Our Chichester and Suffolk blocks are elegant and versatile. The chopping
area is made from maple, widely seen as a premium chopping block timber.
The end grain system makes sure your knives are well protected and the
removable chopping board makes it much easier to clean, move prepared food
or even use as a serving board for cheese.
The Chichester also includes a robust storage drawer to store those beautiful
knives, whilst the Suffolk features an under slung rail for hanging pots, pans,
cheeses or even a ham or game. Both come with a storage shelf for your utensils.

Chichester Chopping Block in Limestone.
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Fitted Shelving

ThiS

iS

a

BeauTifuL

and

practical solution that is designed to fit
virtually any space. The quality of the
joinery, plate grooves and adjustable zigzag shelving system look wonderful and
allow you to display any size of book,
plate or treasured heirloom. make it your
own by painting with contrasting colours
and fitting with stylish bookcase lights.

Painted in dove grey

Left
Pembroke shelving in dove grey
40
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Chichester
Wine Racks

We Take our Wine STorage very

designed, it is still one of our favourites.

seriously. a bottle should always be at the

With

ready for any impromptu celebration or

shelving and space for 25 bottles it is

festivity. in fact we often design furniture

wonderfully useful and very stylish.

by considering what we would most like

however, we have now created the 2ft

to have in our homes, and the chichester

and 4ft wine rack capable of holding

Tall Wine rack is a good example of this.

up to 40 bottles. Spontaneous parties

one of the first pieces of furniture we

seem to be happening all the time now!

its

slim

silhouette,

adjustable

Above
Chichester 2ft 6 & 4ft Wine racks in Limestone
Right
Chichester tall Wine rack in Limestone
42
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Painted in Limestone
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Potboard

As the heart of your home, the
kitchen has to do it all. From the daily cooking for
the family to entertaining friends. The addition
of a few free-standing pieces gives that distinctive
feel. Fine made cabinetry that works even better
than it looks.
The Potboard and Chopping Block both use our
distinctive leg design for a sturdy and classic
look. Each has drawers incorporating runners
that, although invisible, allow the drawer to
extend fully out of the cabinet for complete
access to stored items. Capable of carrying a
massive 30kgs, all that is required is a soft tap for
them to neatly close on their own. Beauty and
performance in a classically elegant style.

Right
Chichester Potboard in Limestone
44
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Wall Cabinets painted
in Lily
Buckland Cooker Hood Corbels
painted in Salt
Walls painted
in Fog

Chichester
Chopping Block
Perrin & Rowe taps
available from Neptune

Accessories by Neptune
- See our Accessories Brochure

Kitchen Island
painted in Mist

Chichester 180-290cm
Refectory Table

Long Island Chairs
in Natural Linen upholstery
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Not as expensive as you think

48

Although our Chichester Kitchens are

and going direct to source for all the

of your dreams is far more affordable

beautifully made from the finest timbers,

materials we use. This means we only

than you think! Our Chichester Kitchen

they are not expensive. One of our key

work with the best raw materials, which

showcases the best carpentry techniques

aims is to offer outstanding value. We

in turn makes the work of our carpenters

and innovative design by using a

achieve this through consistent design,

and finishers easier. We can then pass

combination of pliable, smooth tulip

well organised and efficient production

these savings on to you so the kitchen

wood and solid oak worktops.

Handmade Kitchens - Chichester

Chichester
Hand Painted
Kitchens
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Suffolk
base Cabinets
WaLL Cabinets
FuLL HeigHt Cabinets
Free-standing Cabinets
Wine raCKs
SuffoLk – conTemporary STyLe WiTh a cLaSSicaL
reference. Suffolk first started for us three years ago when we were
inspired by a beautiful series of old english antique chairs. after
careful research we discovered that these were first produced in a few
workshops in the middle of Suffolk between 1790 and 1840.
our original chair has been a great success and has lead us to further
research the east anglian tradition of furniture making. We have not
been disappointed! earlier this year we launched a full collection of
sideboards, dressers and occasional furniture, all incorporating classic
details that have been brought right up to date. But now we have the
‘pièce de resistance’, our Suffolk kitchen.
The concept follows the classic Shaker look of pared back simplicity set
to a perfect proportion. no adornments are needed here as the elegance
is plain to see. The standard colouring reflects our freestanding Suffolk
collection in reverse: the exterior is hand finished in a beautiful dove
grey and the interior is in honed Slate. Timber abounds in a beautiful
soft toned ash for the shelving and drawer boxes, which are fitted with
state of the art soft close drawer runners.

50
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Kitchen designed and fitted by
Neptune Design Centre – Bury St. Edmunds
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Handmade Kitchens - Suffolk
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This kitchen not only looks stunning, but also
incorporates the full range of our technology and techniques, from mortise
and tenon traditional framing with dowel locks to our latest dimmable
lighting with concealed glass shelving, as well as our own new magnetic close
system. For us every detail counts as it makes the whole so much better.
We never use MDF or Chipboard and always use proper jointing techniques.
Why? Because we believe passionately in giving you an outstanding cabinet that
will delight for years and years.
We hope that you will love our new Suffolk collection: stylishly understated
yet distinctive and built to last literally for a generation.
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“traditional Shaker style,
handpainted in Dove Grey
with Honed Slate interior.
Chrome handles & catches.
Neptune’s Suffolk Kitchen
is simply stunning...”

Simple, Stylish, Suffolk.
56
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Kitchen designed and fitted by
neptune design Centre – bury st. edmunds
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Cooker Hood

Included in our Suffolk kitchen range
is our stunning new cooker hood comprising two handy
side cabinets and a hood. This allows for a concealed
extractor system, a full length display shelf and stylish
cornicing for the finishing touch.

Above:
Suffolk 1900 Cooker Hood with shelf detail.
Right:
Fully extendable drawer runners are fitted to
all Suffolk Drawer Cabinets. Built to last with
traditional full dovetail joinery and solid ash
drawer boxes.

Side cabinets are fitted with adjustable shelves using
our traditional zig-zag system and on the back of each
door comes a useful rack constructed using the finest
ash, perfect for storing jars and spices.
The top of the hood is perfectly flat providing even more
storage or display space as required and, with a fitted
cornice finishing the look, this piece will certainly be a
focal point of your kitchen.
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Suffolk
Details

We have included many neat and practical details to
our Suffolk Kitchen including tray, chopping board
and towel racks. These come complete with solid
oak, ash and maple fixtures.

A range of handles are available for your Suffolk
Kitchen. The choice is completely yours, however
we recommend our new Suffolk Oak Knob
(pictured above) or our Suffolk Chrome Button
Knob (pictured left).
60
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Suffolk
Design

The Shaker movement started

Our curved cabinets fit this brief perfectly

in England in the 1700’s and later expanded

and bring a softer look while providing

significantly in New England. This style

maximum

evolved from a religious community

with our zig-zag shelf system and hidden

that sought no unnecessary adornments.

magnetic catches; to us the details are

Each element of the design should serve

as important as the cabinet design itself.

storage.

Cunningly

fitted

Left:
Curved cabinets utilise space and
provide a great storage solution for
the end of your kitchen run.
Above:
Velvet covered cutlery trays fit
neatly in our ash drawer boxes to
provide a luxury finish.

a practical purpose first and foremost.
Quality was of the upmost importance.

Our cabinet top drawers are supplied
with a cutlery tray finished in velvet.

Although
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traditional

in

its

concept,

These are removable if preferred; they

we have introduced many features that

add a touch of luxury while providing

bring the functionality right up to the

an

modern day. We are fully aware that

cutlery. Each drawer box is constructed

space is always at a premium and we have

from the finest ash and the quality of

designed our cabinets to utilise every

workmanship is evident in the dovetail

inch of potential space wherever possible.

jointing visible when the drawer is opened.

element

of

protection

for

your

63

Full-Height
Larder

Our larder options are the Aladdin’s cave of the
Suffolk Kitchen.
Available in semi, single, double or full height curved, our larder
designs provide for every storage requirement while retaining
their elegance and without compromising on quality.
Supplied with 3 fully adjustable shelves constructed from the
highest quality ash, you have storage options for everything from
your daily loaf to your luxury dinner service. As illustrated in
our image opposite, you can add a granite or marble shelf to the
bottom tier to provide you with a cold slab perfect for storing
meat and game or for keeping things such as bread as fresh as the
day it was baked. In addition to the vast storage supplied by the
shelving, there are also drawer boxes for all those things that are
just meant to live in a drawer!
As if this wasn’t enough we have also provided solid ash door
racks for storing all those bottles, jars and spices. And to complete
the look each door is fitted with a hidden magnetic door catch,
chrome hinges and finished with our stylish cornice and your
choice of handles. Once fitted you’ll wonder how you ever
managed without one!
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Kitchen designed and fitted by
Hawk Interiors
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Suffolk
Wine Racks

TheSe are Such BeauTifuL pieceS We guaranTee you
won’t want to hide them in a cellar! designed with the traditional
Suffolk ball detailing and encompassing our usual soft close runners,
these wine racks offer storage with classic elegance and style. in a
choice of sizes the 3ft is capable of storing 28 bottles and the 4ft can
store 44 bottles.

Painted in Honed slate

Above & Right
suffolk 3ft Wine rack
suffolk 4ft Wine rack
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Burlington Crystal Ball Lampstand with
Edward Mocha Silk
Lampshade
Suffolk Bar Stools
Painted in Dove Grey

Bosch, Neff & Siemens
available from Neptune

Perrin & Rowe taps
available
from Neptune

Accessories by Neptune
- See our Accessories Brochure

Suffolk 4ft Sideboard
painted in Honed Slate
Harrogate 170cm Dining Table
with Long Island Linen Chairs
in Natural
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Not as expensive as you think
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One of our key aims with our Suffolk

means we only work with the best raw

Our Suffolk Kitchen showcases the best

Kitchen is to offer outstanding value.

materials, which in turn makes the

carpentry techniques and innovative

We achieve this through consistent

work of our carpenters and finishers

design by using a combination of

design, well organised and efficient

easier. We can then pass these savings

pliable,

production and going direct to source

on to you so the kitchen of your dreams

ash. The result is a very affordable

for all the materials we use. This

is far more affordable than you think!

kitchen that is of the highest quality.

Handmade Kitchens - Suffolk

smooth

birch

and

Suffolk
Hand Painted
Kitchens

strong
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Henley
base Cabinets
WaLL Cabinets
FuLL HeigHt Cabinets
Free-standing Cabinets
Wine raCKs
When We firST ThoughT of deSigning an oak kiTchen
all we could picture was orange cabinets and fussy fittings. But then
we thought again. Surely we could get a new kind of finish to the oak
that would bring a fresh look to a fabulous classic? We wanted our oak
kitchen to look at home in any country setting or urban apartment, and
to work well with our natural palette of colours, hand painted finishes
and elegant fittings.
The henley kitchen is the result and it is a stunning celebration of
the english oak. The soft grain, pale colour and natural finish of the
timber took a year to perfect. We hope you think it was worth the wait.
it is a kitchen of clean lines, warm textures and restrained luxury that
takes its form from classical antiques and brings it up to date with
contemporary detailing.
The henley works beautifully in any country setting or contemporary
home. With an authentic brass handle you can create a traditional look,
or try adding a sleek work top, a cut out handle feature, some vintage
accessories and the cool look of stainless steel for an ultra modern and
highly original finish.
it is the perfect balance of contemporary detailing with traditional
carpentry for a look that is elegant, individual and extremely livable.
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The first key decision for our new Henley
Kitchen was to choose a natural timber finish that would both
contrast and complement our paint palette. Having already
used oak in other Neptune collections we felt that this would
be a natural way forward. We particularly love oak for its
inherent strength as well as beautiful colour and stunning grain
structure. In using oak we can be confident that each of your
cabinets will last a lifetime! But the challenge has been to create
a really authentic natural finish.
After months of testing and development the design team have
come up with a superb look that both seals and protects the
timber as well as giving a timeless look.
This will ensure your kitchen looks fabulous not just when you
first fit it, but also year after year. The result is a kitchen that
looks both crisp and up to date as well as classically timeless
giving the impression that your kitchen has been there forever!

We love Lacanche cookers...
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Classic Design

At the forefront of everything we do is the
thought and effort we put behind each and every design. Henley
is the pinnacle of everything we know and have learnt. The basis
for all of our designs is taking the best of traditional cabinet
making techniques and fusing that with the latest technology
and design concepts.
One of the principles behind Henley is to offer a kitchen that
is extremely easy to use as well as a pleasure to be in. We have
therefore decided almost exclusively to offer all lower cabinets
in a drawer format. Although this does add a little to the cost
we believe the benefit is superb: now you do not have to go
scurrying around in the dark recesses of your cupboard to
find that missing baking tray or pie cutter. With an all drawer
concept that fully extends there is no place to hide! However
if there are one or two things you do need to hide, such as
your favourite bar of chocolate, then we have hidden drawers
discreetly positioned behind the faces of some of our larger
drawer cabinets.
We have paid particular attention to dealing with those necessary
appliances that you want for your kitchen. Those items that you
don’t wish to see are beautifully concealed yet totally practical
such as the dishwasher and bin system. We have even provided
a place for your bin liners! We are particularly proud of our full
height oven-housings which offer superb flexibility allowing
you to choose from a wide variety of your favourite machines.
From steam oven to coffee machine or warming drawer to
microwave, anything and everything is possible!
We have also created a revolutionary skirting system that allows
you to make your kitchen truly bespoke. Now you can choose
from fully skirted to semi-skirted to completely free-standing.
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Stone is a wonderful
contrasting material that
works well with oak. We
love limestone for the
floor and marble for the
work surface.
81

Classic Design

Above:
Gloriously detailed oak cornice
finishes off your Henley Kitchen to
the highest standard.
Right:
Our full height cabinets not only
are highly flexible and practical, but
also a beauty to behold.

Style, flexibility and practicality
all come together in our full height cabinets. A key
area for any kitchen is the larder or food store and
we have created these pieces to provide a practical
and effective solution for all your storage needs.
For those smaller spaces you can combine a larder
cabinet with our concealed fridge freezer cabinet
to create a compact yet fully featured larder space.
Stunning both inside and out these cabinets are
the perfect accompaniment for any kitchen.
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The odds of going
to a store for
a loaf of bread
and only coming
out with a loaf
of bread are 3
billion to 1!

Storage &
Shelving

Our Henley Kitchen has been designed

Our full height cabinets have deep storage at the base,

to be very user friendly from a storage point of view.

also with a concealed drawer within. The upper section

We have a wide variety of cabinets with all kinds of

mirrors the bottom but in this instance has a piston

drawer options. The four drawer cabinets are perfect

operated top-hinged door that provides easy access

for cutlery and utensils, spices and tableware. The

to a further deep storage area. Our larder cabinet has

two drawer cabinets provide deep storage and are

a wealth of features including a large bottom drawer,

ideal for pots, large pans, plates and jars as well as

four beautifully joined pull-out drawers, a spice rack

larger food stuffs.

on the door and fully adjustable shelving in the upper
part. All together providing ample storage! We have
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The upper drawer of these cabinets contains a beautiful

also designed a fridge cabinet to perfectly match this

concealed drawer that is ideal for housing your

piece so all your food storage can be achieved in just

silverware or any utensils you may need to hand when

two cabinet locations. If you are looking for elegance in

preparing food. Even the sink cabinet has a drawer

spades then you have to choose our full height curved

system that is great for general cleaning materials.

cabinet to complement.
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Make sure you fit a curved
cabinet in your kitchen, it is
too good to miss!

A sight to behold, glorious curved oak
cabinet, complete with fully curved
cornice to match. Truly the work of a skilled
craftsman.
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Curved Cabinets

We like crafting curved cabinets

When you look at the detail you will note that we

as we feel that they are a real signature piece.

have also had to curve the moulding in each panel.

The workmanship involved is immense. Each

And to cap it all we have produced the most glorious

curved piece is laboriously made by steaming and

curved cornice, curved skirting and curved under

laminating thin plies of oak in a mould under high

work surface moulding. Not only does a curved

pressure with epoxy glue. This process guarantees

cabinet look stunning in any kitchen but also creates

that the curve will last for the duration of the cabinet.

a natural flow around a kitchen and makes entrance

You will find that not only are the horizontal rails

and exit points wonderful to use. When you fit

curved but also the vertical styles are curved and

our Henley curved cabinet you will find yourself

even the mortise and tenon joints need to be curved.

amazed by its sheer beauty and irresistible style.

Above:
Curved under work surface moulding discreetly finishes the Henley
Kitchen from cabinet to work surface.
It’s all in the detail.
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Option 1 ’less is more’
Corner feet and kick board

Henley skirting
variations
Option 2- ‘simple yet grand’
Corner feet, mid feet and moulding

A key feature of Henley is our fantastic

Option 1- ‘less equals more’

new skirting system. Once fitted your

Use the kickboard only for a completely

kitchen will look completely integrated.

minimal look.

Yet the position and style choice is
totally yours. To make this possible we

Option 2- ‘simple yet grand’

offer you a complete collection of trims

Use corner feet only and moulding

that allow any look to be achieved.

for a free standing style. This can look

These include full straight skirting,

particularly effective on an island and is

full curved skirting, corner feet, mid

also very practical when you stand up

feet and off-set feet that interlock with

close to the work surface. With this option

moulding lengths to match the full

a recessed kickboard is also fitted for

skirting style. There is also a recessed

practical purposes although this will be

kickboard.

hidden from view.

In fact it is likely that you will use a

Option 3- ‘clean & crisp’

combination of these three options. This

Use the full skirting for a very clean and

looks particularly effective as all four

elegant style which gives a more fitted

systems have been designed to work in

kitchen feel.

perfect harmony with each other.
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Right:
Examples of some of the skirting
variations available on our
versatile Henley Kitchen. You
really can create so many different
looks. Mix and match in your
design to create something truly
unique.
Did you know our retail partners
offer a creative kitchen design
service? Ask for more details.
Please note fridges cannot be fully
skirted.

Option 3- ‘clean & crisp’
Full skirting

The full curved skirting is a
real wow; it is really worth
trying to get it in!
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Kitchen Island

Small
At the risk of sounding boring we would just
like to say how much we love islands! The reason for this is that
they are a very sociable aspect to any kitchen… and here at

Pre-built island includes two pan drawers, one
concealed drawer, four smaller drawers and six
storage shelves.

Neptune we love a party!
You will also find when designing your kitchen that having
an island helps create a very effective flow between the four
elements of a kitchen that we recommend: Store, Prepare, Cook,
Wash. In addition an island can help separate the working area
of a kitchen from the living area of the kitchen. So if you have
friends or family around you can be happily preparing a feast on
one side of the island with helpers as necessary on other parts of
the island, as well as your friends relaxing with a glass of wine
whilst watching the show. The internal elements can include

Medium

anything and everything you need from dishwasher to sink, bin

Made from a single run of kitchen cabinets and island
ends to produce a recess for bar stools.

to cooker.
In Henley you have the choice of designing your own bespoke
island or we have a perfectly sized piece that comes ready built
and ready to go… the choice is yours.

Make room for a couple
of bar stools at one end
of your island.
You will even find
yourself having dinner
there from time to time.
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Large
Made from a double run of kitchen cabinets, island legs and
end panels. Island legs allow for appliances to be placed at
the ends.
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Customise
Your Kitchen

Our Henley Kitchen has been

Henley antique brass accessories provide the

a very welcomed addition to our kitchen

perfect finishing touches for a traditional

family

and

look while our new chrome fittings bring

sophisticated look. Although classic in

a more contemporary feel to the overall

its look it can be customised to provide

look and finish. Whichever way you

you with the exact style you require by a

choose to finish it, the Henley Kitchen

choice of handles, cornice and skirtings.

will be a stunning addition to your home.

with

its

stylish

design

Henley Antique Brass Knob,
elliptical handle and magnetic
catches. See page 121 for our full
collection of handles.
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Contemporary
Design

Above:
Our beautiful Henley Kitchen uses
traditional joinery throughout mortise and tenons, full dovetail
joints, ‘zig-zag’ shelving - resulting
in a stunning finish.
Right:
Incorporating two larders and
providing a central location for an
American fridge there are ample
drawers, cupboards and shelving to
cope with the largest of families.
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On first impressions, our Henley

Our classic Henley Kitchen has been

Kitchen looks grand and traditional but its

transformed to an urban masterpiece using

classic beauty can be given a much more

an old billiard table for the worktop and

crisp, contemporary feel. We design all of our

a state of the art range cooker. If you look

kitchen ranges to offer maximum flexibility

close enough you can see the details of the

to provide you with a bespoke look. One

billiard table particularly on the rounded

way to achieve a more contemporary feel is

corner where the old pockets have been

to create a cut out handle feature on your

recycled to great use. This approach also

cabinets, combine these with a modern

looks great when combined with stainless

looking worktop and team with ultra

steel. As you can see the possibilities are

modern accessories and you have created

endless making our Henley kitchen a

a 21st century kitchen using traditional

real option for any environment. From

materials and ancient construction methods.

a small urban pad to a grand palace,

Our photos show the principal in practice.

Henley will be right at home in both!
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Henley
Wine Racks

Our Henley wine racks are very multifunctional since they incorporate
our ‘zig-zag’ shelving system, making them perfect for storing wine,
books or glasses. If you have the space, choose the 4ft rack. You can
even add a Henley top should you choose. Otherwise our full height is
fantastically space efficient and includes a drawer and a serving shelf.

Finished in IsoGuard™ Treatment Oil

Left & Above
Henley 4ft Wine Rack
Henley Full Height Wine Rack
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Walls painted in
Honed Slate
Burlington Crystal Ball
Lampstand with
Edward Mocha Silk
Lampshade

Perrin & Rowe taps
available
from Neptune

Accessories by Neptune
- See our Accessories Brochure

Suffolk Oak Barstools

Sheldrake 165-365cm
Extending Table with
Long Island Linen Chairs
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Not as expensive as you think

106

Although our Henley Kitchens are

and going direct to source for all the

your dreams is far more affordable than

beautifully made from the finest timbers,

materials we use. This means we only

you think! For our Henley Kitchen we

they are not expensive. One of our key

work with the best raw materials, which

use innovative design and traditional

aims is to offer outstanding value. We

in turn makes the work of our carpenters

craftsmanship to create a solid oak

achieve this through consistent design,

and finishers easier. We can then pass

kitchen at a surprisingly affordable price.

well organised and efficient production

these savings on to you so the kitchen of
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Henley
Solid Oak
Kitchens
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Planning
your Kitchen

Four
Simple
a
Steps to
ul
beautif
kitchen

All you need is a sharp pencil, tape measure and
piece of paper. Then just follow these simple
steps and you will have your perfect bespoke
Neptune Kitchen.

Step 1 - Measure

Step 2 - Layout

Step 3 - Planning

Step 4 - Design & Order

First create a rough sketch of your room. Note down

Consider the four main areas of your kitchen - where

When planning your kitchen, consider your main

With the important essentials in place, fill in the

your room dimensions in millimeters. Don’t forget to

to store, prepare, cook and wash. Work out a plan

features such as the sink and cooker and decide

gaps with your choice of base cabinets. We suggest

measure and position all doors, windows, switches,

that will allow these areas to flow smoothly together.

where you want to place them first. Next, plan your

you do this symmetrically and step forward key

sockets, water supply and drainage. Also measure the

Remember that kitchen islands work really well

secondary components such as the fridge, dishwasher

cabinets to form features. After base and full height

height of your room, this is useful when planning your

because of their central position within the kitchen.

and bin, etc. When thinking about these allow enough

cabinets are placed, plan the wall units to finish the

space for the doors to open easily.

kitchen. Make sure you allow room for end panels,

wall cabinets.

cornice and skirting and the addition of some of our
freestanding cabinets, tables and chairs.
Once you are happy visit your nearest retail

Cont
act
a
Partn
er

partner to finalise your designs. For a full listing of
Neptune Design Centres and Premier Partners visit
neptune.com/stockistsearch
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Kitchen
layout
Whatever the size of your kitchen space from small urban flat to
large house, the flexibility of our kitchens is such that you can
find a design that will both suit your needs and create a fantastic
looking functional kitchen.
The principle behind our kitchens is that you can achieve a
bespoke look from our carefully designed selection of small to
large cabinets. This is because all of our cabinets do not conform
to the traditional mass-market standard sizes. each cabinet is
designed to look superb in its own right, as well as harmonise
perfectly with all adjacent cabinets.
So when designing your own kitchen we suggest you place the
principle items first, such as cooker and sink.

‘L’ Shape

an ‘L’ shaped kitchen is able to
accommodate cupboards on two
adjacent walls therefore allowing it to
benefit from a lack of through traffic. this
kitchen design allows you to separate
specific appliances, increasing the
available preparation space. the use of
a corner cupboard also adds a generous
amount of space for any extra storage
requirements.

Then use these as mirror points to work out horizontally each
way from these focal points. This produces a wonderfully

‘u’ Shape

the ‘u’ shape design is often more suited
to larger kitchens as all three available
walls are used to accommodate both
wall mounted and base cabinets. this
kitchen design is able to accommodate a
variety of built in appliances and provides
ample space for designated work areas.
by placing the sink and storage cabinets
at separate ends of this kitchen you are
able to create a clear division between
preparation and dining areas.

balanced look. Wall cabinets do not need to line up with the
base cabinets below but should simply mirror horizontally from
the same focal points where possible. once complete you will
have your own unique bespoke kitchen.
if you would like any help with this our retail partners have
made it their purpose to become experts in this area.

We are massive fans of
islands! If you can fit an
island into your scheme
they are superbly
practical, offering
enormous amounts
of storage as well as
creating a stunning
focal point, where you
will find your friends
and family naturally
congregate.
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Island-centric

also more suited to the larger kitchen,
the island-centric design is built around a
centre point of cabinets and workspace.
the design of this kitchen is key as it is
important not to waste space or increase
unnecessary journeys around the kitchen.
an ideal centre piece for an island-centric
kitchen would of course be either one
of our free standing islands or a larger
bespoke design. both bring a stunning
focal point to any kitchen.

Single/Double
Galley

the single/double galley kitchen is most
suitable for narrow rooms and is perfectly
sized for one or two people to work
comfortably within it. When creating
your very own design we recommend
you place the sink in the centre of your
run of cabinets. this allows for complete
functionality and allows you to maximize
your working area.
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Off-Set / Flush
Design

Right:
Off-setting your cabinets creates
subtle features to your kitchen.
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A key feature of a Neptune

run a little. When you get to the end of a

kitchen is the off-set system. We really like

run, if your wall is not 100% vertical you

this because it enhances the feeling that your

can scribe away the off-set element of the

kitchen is a fully customised design. It also

stile as required. When fitting full height

allows you to emphasise particular features

cabinets we normally recommend the

such as a sink cabinet or our new grand pan

front edge of the work surface to either

drawer. These features draw the eye and

run flush to the front of the full height

create a stunning effect. You can also use

cabinet or be stepped back. In order to

the off-set system for practical installation

achieve this we allow for these cabinets

and design reasons. For example, when you

to be set forward up to an extra 100mm.

find a cabinet run where you are tight on

This also gives a balanced proportional

space, you can use off-sets to shorten the

look

for

our

full

height

cabinets.
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Work Surfaces

The final flour ish to your k itchen will be
your choice of worktop. With so many different options
we recommend you source these locally to give you
ma ximum choice.
Although the choice of work surfaces is myriad, as with all
our design, we like to keep things as simple as possible. As a
consequence we have focused on three main finishes: wood,
granite and marble. Granite is the most durable of all these
and tends to look best in dark to black colours. We particularly
love a flamed black granite that is often fitted with our Suffolk
kitchens. Marble is a softer material that can scratch and
“burn”when exposed to citric acid, nevertheless it is stunning
to look at and a very traditional surface in any kitchen. Carrara
Marble is our absolute favourite and found in many Henley
and Chichester Kitchens. Wood is the softest of all, but totally
repairable because of its nature. If finished and maintained
in our Isoguard™ you will get years of wonderful use. Oak is
a fantastic choice and harmonises beautifully with both our
Suffolk and Chichester collections.

Marble is softer to the
touch than granite,
warmer and a more
traditional kitchen
material. Stunning to
look at and remains
attractive when cared
for properly.
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Original Colours
paint is one of the most transformative
tools available to anyone decorating
a home. a cleverly thought out

Hand Painting serviCe

colour scheme can change the very

in order to customise your piece of

architecture of a room or the style of a

furniture to your own style we offer the

piece of furniture.

option of a final hand painting service

Fossil

Old Chalk

dove grey

Honed slate

Lead Light

earth

Calico

Limestone

Cotswold

Peat

Timber

silver birch

driftwood

grey Oak

Fine Mahogany

Smoke

Mist

Fog

smoke

Charcoal

Spice

salt

Pink Peppercorn

Paprika

Juniper

snow

Powder blue

alpine

aqua blue

Lily

French grey

Moss

Cactus

in one of our unique paint colours. add
We have designed a range of 28 colours

your own choice of handle and you will

divided into seven tonal areas to make

have your own distinctive piece. any

it easy for you to choose your favourite.

of our standard painted finished pieces

all are designed to harmonise together

have this option. Simply check which

perfectly, and look beautiful whatever

service is applicable to the piece you

piece of furniture you paint.

have selected and choose the colour of
your choice. We will do

our

paints

are

ecological, water based
and technically very easy
to use. They are available
in two finishes, original
emulsion for walls and
original

eggshell

Please note that
to get an accurate
representation of our
colours, you should
order a sample tin of
your choice of colour.

for

the rest.
first we prepare each
piece by removing all
the hardware. Then we
lightly rub down your
piece with 180 grit paper

doors, skirting and furniture. Their

to ensure a perfectly keyed surface.

high performance and durability means

We then mask the parts that do not

that if any sticky fingers make it on to

require painting.

the walls or cabinets, you can simply

about painting, with fine brushstrokes

rub them off with a microfiber cloth.

following the grain of the wood. The

now we will set

colour is built up until we are satisfied.
We would recommend you purchase

once completely dry we reassemble

a sample pot prior to making your

your furniture, check it and carefully

decision as colours can change in

pack for onward delivery to you. your

different settings.

choice of paint is included in the
service charge.

Paint available to buy in:

Nordic

Plant
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iSoguard™ TreaTmenT oiL

undertaken by the sailing industry

if the wood gets knocked, damaged or worn, apply

is a technology we developed, with

we developed a product that could

the oil to the exposed area and it will react with the

a specific desire to find a natural

actually

new timber to create a new protective seal.

finish for oak furniture. There was

the oak. This meant there was no

Protects wood against most accidents, including

nothing on the market that gave

residual layer left on the surface as it

spillages of water, tea, coffee, wine, fizzy drinks,

a high performance, didn’t stain

protected each individual molecule

vinegar, olive oil, milk and lemon juice.

or leave an oily residue. it was the

of the timber. What’s more, it is

Just remember that it does need some time to

kind of challenge we like. We found

extremely easy to use. Simply apply

really perform, so allow at least seven days until

the solution in an unlikely place.

the light oil to the surface of your

you start using the timber. after 28 days your

on the deck of a boat. using the

wood, allow to penetrate and then

surface is highly protected.

advanced nanotechnology research

wipe off the excess.

One tin goes a very long way so it really is

penetrate

deeply

into

Care & Maintenance:

as used on our Chichester and
Henley collections.

as used on our Harrogate, sheldrake and
suffolk collections.

all of our oak surfaces are now treated with isoguard™

excellent value.
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31mm

28mm

Handles, Hinges
& Catches

39mm

19mm

40mm

Larsson antique Brass Knob
25mm

Chichester Small Oak Knob

Chichester Small Chrome Knob

HanK-OaK-006

CHi-aCC-KnO-CHr-s

HanK-Lar-001

25mm

26mm

Henley antique Brass Knob
HanK-KnO-008
36mm

46mm

31mm

32mm

Chichester Medium Oak Knob

Chichester Medium Chrome Knob

HanK-OaK-007

CHi-aCC-KnO-CHr-M

30mm

50mm

Henley antique Brass elliptical Handle
HanK-eLi-005

41mm

37mm

55mm

Chichester Large Oak Knob

38mm

Chichester Large Chrome Knob

HanK-OaK-008

17mm

132mm

Henley antique Brass Drop Handle

CHi-aCC-KnO-CHr-L

HanK-PuL-001

188mm
32mm
28mm

19mm

39mm

25mm

Chichester Small antique Oak Knob

Suffolk Small Chrome Button Knob

CHia-Han-Oas

HanK-CHr-002

Vivaldi Brushed Stainless Steel Bar 188mm
HanK-bar-188

237mm
32mm

Vivaldi Brushed Stainless Steel Bar 237mm
36mm

our handLeS and hingeS offer a fanTaSTic Way To

We also offer a variety of sizes, and find that this can make a huge

give your cabinet a distinct and individual feel. now you have a

difference to the feel also. a very small handle offers a super-stylish

wonderful array of handles to choose, from antique, through classic

minimal feel whilst a large handle is bold and full of character.

to stylishly up-to-date. We know that every kitchen is different and

coupled with our paint choices, you really can have a lot of fun

in order to allow you complete flexibility when designing your dream

creating your own style.
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Suffolk Medium Chrome Button Knob

CHia-Han-OaM

HanK-CHr-003
387mm
32mm

Vivaldi Brushed Stainless Steel Bar 387mm

Chrome, 23x35x19mm : CatK-CHr-001
antique bronze, 23x35x19mm : CatK-bra-001

Chrome, 64x34mm : HinK-CHr-001
antique bronze, 64x34mm : HinK-bra-001

Our magnetic catches are standard on suffolk and Henley
cabinets, suffolk being fitted with Chrome and Henley
with antique bronze. should you wish to change the
look you can purchase and fit either of these magnetic
catches providing you have magnets already built into
the cabinet doors.

all our collections come with Chrome hinges as standard
with the exception of Henley which is supplied with
antique bronze as standard. again, should you wish
to change the look of your cabinets you can do this by
purchasing and fitting one of our alternatives hinges.

100mm

21mm
55mm

CHia-Han-OaL

Hinges

HanK-bar-387

40mm

Chichester Large antique Oak Knob

Magnetic Catches

HanK-bar-237

30mm

Chichester Medium antique Oak Knob

41mm

kitchen our fitted cabinets do not come with handles as standard.

23mm

46mm

537mm

Chichester Chrome Cup Handle
CHi-aCC-C/H-CHr

32mm

Vivaldi Brushed Stainless Steel Bar 537mm
HanK-bar-537

28mm

36mm

837mm
30mm

29mm

32vmm

Suffolk Medium Seasoned Oak Knob

Vivaldi Brushed Stainless Steel Knob

Vivaldi Brushed Stainless Steel Bar 837mm

suFa-Han-OsM

HanK-KnO-ss

HanK-bar-837
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Pendant Lights

340mm

360mm

285mm

285mm

Tennyson

Tennyson

ten-LaM-Pen-WH

ten-LaM-Pen-bL

Pendant - White

Pendant - black

460mm

480mm

340mm

380mm

Imperial

Belgravia

Pendant - nickel

Pendant - nickel

iMP-LaM-Pen-ni

beL-LaM-Pen-ni

1000mm

590mm810mm

310mm

450mm

Byron
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420mm

1300mm

Hughes

Pendant - White

double Pendant

bYr-LaM-Pen-WH

Hug-LaM-2Pen-na

We geT very exciTed aBouT The hugheS pendanT

make a telescopic setting that was adjustable to ceiling height. it was

Light. it was the original pendant we designed to light up the

extremely rewarding to come up with the finished product and was

island in our first neptune kitchen. it certainly hit the spot as we

the inspiration behind many of these other stunning lights. These

were inundated with enquiries about it. But, it became a difficult

pendant Lights look great in pairs, as a single statement over a kitchen

project. We wanted the base of the shade to hang at eye level.

table or even over bedside tables. designed to coordinate in any city,

however, most pendant lights have a fixed rod. So we set out to

country or coastal home so you have no excuse not to grab one now.
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Specification Cutout & Icons
(in detail)

Dimensions around
cutout (mm)
New

‘New’ Disc - for
new products only

890mm

560mm
920mm

Henley

Product Range
Product Name

HEN-BAS-001

Product Code(s)

“Why choose me...?”

Features

920 Pan Drawer Base Cabinet

* Choice of 6 handles available
* Under drawer runners

Now that we have tempted you, please take care to check the specifications.
In particular you will need to be sure that your chosen items will fit the space you have
available. Please note that cornices extend wider than the cabinet but can be trimmed to
fit if necessary.
It is important to remember that every one of our pieces are handmade, so measurements
and finishes may vary a small amount. Please do not attempt to fit to the millimetre!
It is important to stress that our furniture is undergoing a continuous process of
improvement which may lead to changes in final specification.
If in any doubt, please check with one of our retail partners.

Chichester /p.126
Suffolk
/p.150
Henley
/p.174
124
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Chichester
Specifications
The Chichester Kitchen is our original kitchen and
fantastically supported by our customers.
Each cabinet is unique and thus every kitchen entirely
different. The differences in style are spectacular from
very contemporary to beautifully classic. The variety
of kitchens we have seen has been incredible – the most
contemporary had a midnight blue finish with stunning
brushed steel bar handles.
With a choice of twenty eight paint colours, a huge array
of cabinets and an evergrowing choice of handles a
Chichester kitchen will suit almost any space.
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Chichester /Base Cabinet explained

/Wall Cabinet explained
Side profile

Wall Fixing

Cabinet ‘ears’
at the back of each cabinet there are 30mm
‘ears’ that project out to the rear. this allows
for a robust construction process. these ‘ears’
are removable where you have services that
require extra space.

stainless steel wall fixing brackets

base cabinet standard depth
600mm including 40mm void

Our wall cabinets are 338mm deep as standard to
allow storage of most dinnerware. at the top of
each cabinet is a 100mm batten which allows each
cabinet to be hung from the wall by fitting through
the back recess with two adequate screws.

403mm
50mm

Wall cabinet standard
depth 338mm including
18mm wall batten
800mm

40mm void

base cabinet standard
height 890mm

Wall batten

Wall cabinet
standard height
800mm

Fitting wall battens
to the wall allows
the cabinet to be
be hung to ensure
perfect alignment.

338mm

2220mm

450mm

650mm
30mm

adjustable feet

Front Feet

Chrome feet are easily adjusted by
screwing with an allen key. built to last
as long as the kitchen and can carry
any load.

Our Chichester fully framed cabinets have
front feet for the highest quality look. these
are easily adjusted to floor variations by
sanding.

890mm

end panel
the side cheeks allow for end panels to be fitted.
these end panels fit into the cheeks behind the front face
and are secured through the recess at the top and bottom
of each cabinet.

600mm

Wall

standard depth :

70mm

Cabinet ‘ears’
end panel

base cabinets are set at 600mm from the wall
as standard.

adjustable
wall fixing
bracket

Cabinet

end panel

standard height :

600mm
560mm

65mm
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338mm

standard height :
Wall cabinets are set 450mm above a work
surface as standard giving a total height of
2220mm including cornice from the floor.

65mm

Plan view

the maximum void (70mm) that can be
achieved by cutting back the cabinet ‘ears’.

Plan view

Wall cabinets are set at 338mm from the wall
as standard.

Cornice
Cabinet

403mm

base cabinets are set 920mm tall including
30mm work surface.

void :

standard depth :

Wall

65mm

void

50mm

60mm

Elevation view
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Chichester /Full Height Cabinet explained
Full height cabinet standard depth 600mm
(upto 700mm from the wall possible)

stainless steel wall fixing brackets

Full height cabinet
standard height 2220mm
including cornice

adjustable feet
Chrome feet are easily adjusted by
screwing with an allen key. built to last
as long as the kitchen and carry any
load.

versatility
Chichester full height cabinets can
hold a variety of appliances, hide
fridge freezers and provide masses
of storage.

Front Feet
Our Chichester fully framed cabinets
have front feet for the highest quality
look. these are easily adjusted to floor
variations by sanding.

Wall

end panel

standard depth :
Full height cabinets can be set from 600mm
to 700mm from the wall.

adjustable
wall fixing
bracket

700mm

600mm

Cabinet

standard height :
Full height cabinets are set 2220mm tall
including cornice.

Plan view
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Chichester /Cabinet Joining
Offset

Flush

A key feature of the Chichester Kitchen is the ability to form an
overlap. When designing a kitchen we use this to emphasise a
feature, such as a sink or a grand chest of drawers.

Alternatively you can set the cabinets flush for a cleaner more modern look.
Choose from one of our more modern monochrome paints to emphasise this
look... you can even bring the kicker plate forward to emphasise the flush look and
fit with our smallest chrome knobs.

This also provides additional functionality. If you require a
larger service void for when there is not quite enough
space, each overlap that you incorporate will provide an
additional 12mm.

12mm

24mm

A 2mm bevel on the edge of each front frame gives a neat v-groove finish
between cabinets. Where your cabinets meet a wall the 12mm lip can be scribed
to exactly fit any variations in the wall shape.

25mm

Create a feature...

Dimensions

A smooth run...

Plan view

Plan view

Wall

Wall
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Dimensions
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Chichester /Base Cabinets
New

890mm

890mm

560mm

560mm
140mm

890mm

890mm

560mm

560mm
190mm

towel rail
see page 149

890mm

560mm
400mm

190mm

890mm

(left & right)

560mm
(left & right)

400mm

500mm

140 Tray & Chopping Block Base Cabinet

190 Tray Rack Base Cabinet

190 Wine Rack Base Cabinet

400 Curve Door Base Cabinet

400 Curve Open Base Cabinet

500 Base Cabinet

KCB-CBT-0140

KCB-TR-190

KCB-WR-190

KCB-1D-C-400-L/R

KCB-1S-C-400-L/R

KCB-1DW1-500-L/R

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* Includes chopping block and tray
* Great for small gaps

* Team with our towel rail on page 149
Great for small gaps

* Holds 6 bottles
* Great for small gaps

“Why choose me...?”
* Beautiful curve
* Fixed shelf inside

* Beautiful curve
* Open storage

* Under drawer runners
* Adjustable shelf

(left & right)

New

890mm

Velvet Cutlery Tray
- explained

890mm

560mm

350mm

275 Pullout Base Cabinet

350 Base Cabinet

KCB-PUL-275

KCB-1D-350-L/R

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* Great for holding spices &
seasonings
* Ideal for smaller gaps

* Fully panelled top
* 2 Adjustable shelves inside

890mm

All of our All-Drawer Base Cabinets
come with a velvet lined cutlery
tray. This is the perfect material
for keeping your cutlery, and has
a smooth luxurious feel. The trays
are tailored to each cabinet and are
also available individually.

560mm
600mm

520mm

465 Double Bin Cabinet

520 Bin Cabinet

600 Base Cabinet

KCB-DBI-0465

KCB-1D-520-1B

KCB-1D-600-L/R

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* Complete with two bins
* Pull-out door

* Complete with bin
* Pull-out door

* Fully panelled top
* 2 Adjustable shelves inside

890mm

560mm
600mm

890mm

560mm
465mm

890mm

560mm
550mm
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(left & right)

890mm

560mm

890mm

560mm

560mm
275mm

890mm

890mm

560mm

890mm

560mm
660mm

400mm

sinks
see page 149

(left & right)

560mm
710mm

sinks
see page 149

920mm

sinks
see page 149

550 4 Drawer Base Cabinet

600 Pan Drawer Base Cabinet

400 3 Drawer Base Cabinet

660 Sink Base Cabinet

710 Sink Base Cabinet

920 Sink Base Cabinet

KCB-4W-550

KCB-PAN-600

KCB-3W-400

KCB-DBS-660

KCB-SBS-710

KCB-DBS-920

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* Choice of handles available
* Under drawer runners
* Complete with velvet cutlery tray

* Choice of handles available
* Under drawer runners
* Complete with velvet cutlery tray

* Choice of handles available
* Under drawer runners
* Complete with velvet cutlery tray

* Home for your undercounter sink
* Lower cupboard storage

* Home for your single Belfast sink
* Complete with blanking panel

* Home for your double Belfast sink
* Complete with blanking panel

See Pages 116/117 for Paint Colours – Pages 120/121 for Handles, Hinges & Catches
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Chichester /Base Cabinets
New

890mm

890mm

890mm

890mm
890mm

560mm

560mm

560mm

360mm

1155mm

900mm

890mm

1120mm

25mm

25mm

600mm

725mm

42mm

900 Pan Drawer Base Cabinet

1155 2 Door Base Cabinet

1120 Island End Base Cabinet

600 Integrated Appliance ‘Face’

725 Appliance Door

560 Base Support Panel

KCB-PAN-900

KCB-2D-1155

KCB-ISL-360

KCB-DIW-600

KCB-APP-DOO-0725

KCB-BSP-0560

“Why choose me...?”
* Neff, Bosch + Siemens appliances
recommended
* Suitable for dishwashers and
undercounter fridge & freezers.

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* Hide away a suitable freestanding
appliance

* Supports work top at end of run
* Use inbetween 2 appliances

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* Choice of handles available
* Under drawer runners
* Complete with velvet cutlery tray

* 2 Adjustable shelves inside
* Choice of handles available

* Create an island and finish off
each end with our island end
base cabinets

(right)

890mm

890mm

890mm
890mm

560mm

1490mm

(580mm including skirting)

860mm
-900mm

(1530mm including skirting)

560
mm

560mm
560mm

425mm

(left & right)

860-900mm

(left)

25mm

985mm

890mm

890mm

2000mm

12mm

600mm

12mm

605mm

1530 Grand Chest Base Cabinet

900 Corner Base Cabinet

985 Blind Corner Base Cabinet

600 Adjustable False Panel

2000 Breakfast Bar End Panel

605 End/Scribing Panel

KCHI-DRW-GND

KCB-CUS-900-L/R

KCB-CUS-985-L/R

KCB-FAL-PAN

KCB-EP-2M

KCB-EP

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* Creates a stunning feature
* Under drawer runners
* Optional skirting included (not fitted)

* Bi-fold door
* Choice of handles available
* Fixed shelf inside

* Ideal for the smaller kitchen
* Choice of handles available
* Fixed shelf inside

* Supplied dry jointed to allow
adjustment in size and fit into
any space in your kitchen design

* Grooved panel
* Finishes off a run of base
cabinets neatly

* Grooved panel
* Finishes off a run of base
cabinets neatly

830mm

New

New

830 Corner Carousel Cabinet
- explained

890mm

890mm

New

600mm
595mm
427mm

530mm

1000mm

427mm

560mm

300mm

690mm

485mm

450mm

485mm

600mm

Plan view
830 Corner Carousel Cabinet
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1000mm

900mm
including
void

690 Undercounter Oven Cabinet

450 Seat Cabinet

600 Seat Cabinet

Door Mouldings Set (4x1m)

KCB-CAR-0830

KCB-OVEN-UC

KCB-1DW-450-SEA

KCB-1DW-600-SEA

CHI-DOO-MOU-SET

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* Carousel shelves for easy access
* Makes the most out of otherwise
easily lost space
* Can be fitted left or right handed

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* Home for your single oven
* Lower storage space
* Neff appliances recommended

* Grooved panel
* Finishes off a run of base
cabinets neatly

* Grooved panel
* Finishes off a run of base
cabinets neatly

* Add custom moulding to any
panel

70mm
void

530mm

See Pages 116/117 for Paint Colours – Pages 120/121 for Handles, Hinges & Catches

300mm
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Chichester /Wall Cabinets
New

800mm

800mm

338mm

800mm

338mm
325mm

(left & right)

800mm

338mm
(left & right)

450mm

(left & right)

550mm

338mm

(left & right)

338mm

325 Door Wall Cabinet

450 Door Wall Cabinet

550 Door Wall Cabinet

338 Curved Door Wall Cabinet

KCWM-1DS-325-L/R

KCWM-1DS-450-L/R

KCWM-1DS-550-L/R

KCWM-1DC-0338-L/R

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* Choice of handles available
* 2 Adjustable shelves inside

* Choice of handles available
* 2 Adjustable shelves inside

* Choice of handles available
* 2 Adjustable shelves inside

* Comes complete with cornice
* Fixed shelf inside

New

800mm

800mm

338mm

800mm

338mm

338mm
450mm

325mm

650 mm

338mm

850mm

550mm

325 Open Wall Cabinet

450 Open Wall Cabinet

550 Open Wall Cabinet

850 Low Open Rack Wall Cabinet

KCWM-OR-325

KCWM-OR-450

KCWM-OR-550

KCWL-OR-0850

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* Adjustable shelves

* Adjustable shelves

* Adjustable shelves
* Flexible open storage

* Adjustable shelf
* Generous open storage for display

New

178mm

103mm
800mm

800mm
650mm

338mm
338mm
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(left & right)

338mm

1250mm

338mm

855mm

1500mm

338 Curved Open Wall Cabinet

1250 Open Wall Cabinet

855 Door Wall Cabinet

1500 Wall Shelf With Light

KCWM-OR-CUR

KCWL-OR-1250

KCWM-2DS-855

KCWM-SHE-1500

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* Beautiful curve
* Comes complete with curved
cornice (not shown)

* Panelled inside
* Adjustable shelf

* 2 Adjustable shelves inside
* Choice of handles available

* Allows for 2 spot lights
* Plate groove

See Pages 116/117 for Paint Colours – Pages 120/121 for Handles, Hinges & Catches
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Chichester /Wall Cabinets

/Counter Top Cabinets
New

800mm

800mm

338mm

(left & right)

450mm

450 Glazed Wall Cabinet

(Square)

1250mm

338mm

468mm

855mm

855 Glazed Wall Cabinet

(Square)

1250mm

500mm

(left & right)

338mm

1250mm

338mm

500mm

(left & right)

500mm

(left & right)

500 Door Counter Top Cabinet

500 Glazed Counter Top Cabinet

500 Counter Top Cabinet - Spice Rack

KCC-1ds-500-L/r

KCC-1dg-500-L/r

KCC-1ds-500sr-L/r

KCWM-1dg-450-L/r

KCWM-2dg-855

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* Glazed door
* Choice of handles available
* 2 adjustable shelves inside

* Glazed door
* Choice of handles available
* 2 adjustable shelves inside

* Choice of handles available
* 3 adjustable shelves inside

* Glazed door
* Choice of handles available
* 3 adjustable shelves inside

* Spice Rack included
* Choice of handles available
* 3 adjustable shelves inside

New

£55
1250mm

1060mm

24mm

(left & right)

315mm

12mm

1250mm

468mm

520mm

1250mm

1250mm

850mm

338mm

850mm

338mm

850mm

850 Counter Top Cabinet - Spice Rack

315 Wall Cabinet end Panel

520 Counter Top end Panel

850 Door Counter Top Cabinet

850 Glazed Counter Top Cabinet

KCWM-eP-L/r

KCC-eP

KCC-2ds-850

KCC-2dg-850

KCC-2ds-850sr

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* Grooved panel
* Chichester free-standing foot
design

* Grooved panel

* Choice of handles available
* 3 adjustable shelves inside

* Glazed door
* Choice of handles available
* 3 adjustable shelves inside

* Spice Rack included
* Choice of handles available
* 3 adjustable shelves inside

650mm

1250mm

350mm
710mm
537.5mm
120mm

460mm

Cooker Hood Corbels

140

1450mm

cornice
see page 131

cornice
see page 131

338mm

900mm

278mm

1050mm

1450 Cooker Hood

900 Open Counter Top Cabinet

1050 Plate Rack Wall Cabinet

KCH-COr

KCH-1450

KCC-Or-900

KCWM-PLa-raC

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* Teamed with the Cooker Hood it adds
an elegant finishing touch & is the
perfect way to conceal an extra fan

* Teamed with the Cooker Hood Corbels
it adds an elegant finishing touch & is
the perfect way to conceal an extra fan

* 3 adjustable shelves

* Display all your plates in style
* Holds up to 40 plates
* Includes end panels

(Pair)

see Pages 116/117 for Paint Colours – Pages 120/121 for Handles, Hinges & Catches
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Chichester /Top Boxes
New

New

New

Top Boxes
- explained

338mm

Our new collection of stylish top
boxes are perfect for those kitchens
with high ceilings. each box offers
practical storage in a beautifully
lit display case that sits on top of
your wall cabinets. they also come
with a separate wood panel so you
can replace the glazing for a more
informal storage solution.
each top box features intergrated
light fixtures.

360mm

338mm

338mm

360mm

360mm

338mm

325mm
(left & right)

450mm

(left & right)

325 Glazed Top Box
KCt-1dg-325-L/r

(left & right)

338 Curved Glazed Top Box

450 Glazed Top Box

KCt-1dC-338-L/r

KCt-1dg-450-L/r

“Why choose me...?”
* Curved design for a corner or end

Wood or glass Panel

New

360mm

New

360mm

338mm

338mm

500mm

New

360mm

338mm

550mm

(left & right)

New

360mm

360mm

338mm

690mm

New

360mm

338mm

850mm

New

338mm

855mm

900mm

(left & right)

500 Glazed Top Box

550 Glazed Top Box

690 Glazed Top Box

850 Glazed Top Box

855 Glazed Top Box

900 Glazed Top Box

KCt-1dg-500-L/r

KCt-1dg-550-L/r

KCt-1dg-690

KCt-2dg-850

KCt-2dg-855

KCt-2dg-900

New

New

New

New

New

Glazed Top Boxes
“Why choose me...?”

3000mm

425mm
360mm

360mm

990mm

338mm

338mm

360mm

1050mm

338mm

12mm

12mm

1250mm

Top Box end Panel

142

12mm

700mm

Top Box Moulding

KCt-eP

KCt-MOu-3000

990 Glazed Top Box

1050 Glazed Top Box

1250 Glazed Top Box

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

KCt-2dg-990

KCt-2dg-1050

KCt-4dg-1250

* Elegant grooved panel to finish
a run

* Seamless integration with wall
cabinets

see Pages 116/117 for Paint Colours – Pages 120/121 for Handles, Hinges & Catches

* Integral lights for an elegant
display space
* Perfect for High Ceilings
* Practical Storage
* Choose your own handles and
paint colours
* each cabinet comes with a wood
panel to replace the glazing for a
more informal storage solution
(except for the Curved Top Box)
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Chichester /Full Height Cabinets
New

700 Full Height
Cabinet End Panel
2170mm

KCF-EP

342mm

525mm

“Why choose me...?”

12mm

990mm
(362x1050mm including
support baton)

* Grooved panel

Larder Cabinet
- explained

990 Bridge Link
Wall Cabinet
KCF-BRI

1066mm
2170mm

450 Larder
Full Height Cabinet
KCF-LDR-0450-L/R

“Why choose me...?”
* Links together two full
height kitchen cabinets
* Choice of handles available

“Why choose me...?”
631mm

* Adjustable shelving
* Split doors
* Available in left & right
hand versions

700mm
600mm
-725mm

When space is at a premium but you want the
cavernous storage of a larder, our new 450 full
height larder cabinet fits right in!
With all the same features as it’s big brother the 690,
the smaller 450 version provides the same storage
options on a slightly smaller scale.
The one feature change we have made on this
smaller cabinet is in the top storage section. This
now features a handy hydraulic up and over style
door leaving you both hands free to access your
contents.

450mm

Double Full Height
- explained

Contents :
1 x Cornice
2 x Full height end panel
1 x Larder cabinet
1 x Fridge freezer cabinet

Dimensions :
Width - 1490mm
Depth - 655mm
Height - 2230mm
(inc. cornice)

A compact food centre with ample
storage for a whole family. This
cabinet combination is also a
beautiful looking piece for your
kitchen. Set at the end of a run of
base cabinets or place freestanding
as a fabulous feature.
Fridge, freezer, shelving, drawers,
amazingly they are all there!

Larder Cabinet
- explained
1066mm
2170mm

690 Larder
Full Height Cabinet
KCF-LDR-L/R

“Why choose me...?”
631mm

600mm
-725mm

* Adjustable shelving
* Split doors
* Available in left & right
hand versions

Our larder cabinet is like Dr Who’s Tardis! Neat
and compact on the outside, yet with a wealth
of storage on the inside. The bottom half of the
cabinet has run out drawers that are ideal as a
fruit and vegetable store. The middle section has
four adjustable compartments for all your tins and
bottles, pasta and dry goods. Meanwhile the door
shelves can look after all your various bottles of oil,
jams, herbs or spices. The top compartment gives
further storage, particularly for those items that
little fingers should not find!

690mm

Grand Full Height
- explained

Contents :
1 x Cornice
2 x Full height end
panel
2 x Larder cabinet
1 x Bridge link cabinet

Dimensions :
Width - 2480mm
Depth - 650mm
Height - 2230mm
(inc. cornice)
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See Pages 116/117 for Paint Colours – Pages 120/121 for Handles, Hinges & Catches

The team here are very excited with
this new combination. We love the
look. We just hope that you’ve got
the space. Incorporating two larders
and providing a centre location for
an American Fridge/Freezer of your
choice.

Fridge Freezer Cabinet
- explained

1362mm

2170mm

690 Fridge Freezer
Full Height Cabinet

1780mm

KCF-FFR-L/R

“Why choose me...?”
595mm
631mm

600mm
-725mm

* Sliding hinges, important to use
recommended appliances
* High storage cupboard
* Available in left & right hand versions
* Neff appliances recommended

Styled to match in neatly with the Larder Cabinet
and Double Appliance cabinet this cabinet has two
split doors that neatly conceal a Neff Fridge Freezer.
Naturally this cabinet will fit many other Fridge
Freezer options or even a full height fridge. In this
instance you simply use a joining plate to lock the
separate doors together. The appliance is easily
fitted to the cabinet and screwed into place, with allowance for sufficient ventilation having been built
in. A simple fridge freezer never looked so good!

690mm
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Chichester /Full Height Cabinets

597mm
2170mm
597mm

2ft 6 Wine Rack

690 Single Appliance
Full Height Cabinet

CHI-WIN-2FT6-

“Why choose me...?”
Space for a single appliance
High storage cupboard
Under drawer runners
Adjustable shelf
Neff appliances recommended

LS

“Why choose me...?”

KCF-OVN-600

*
*
*
*
*
600mm
-725mm

/Wine Racks

* Storage for up to 24
bottles
* I can be an all-in-one
drinks cabinet with
drawer and wine store
* Under drawer runners

87cm

38cm

79.5cm

690mm

4ft Wine Rack
690 Double Appliance
Full Height Cabinet

2170mm

CHI-WIN-4FT- LS

“Why choose me...?”

KCF-OVN-1050

“Why choose me...?”
*
*
*
*
600mm
-725mm

Space for a range of appliances
High storage cupboard
Under drawer runners
Neff appliances recommended

87cm

122cm

38cm

* Storage for up to 40
bottles
* I can be an all-in-one
drinks cabinet with
drawer and wine store
* Under drawer runners
See me on page 37...

690mm

48cm

81cm
Cornice

Tall Wine Rack
CHI-WIN-

209cm

LS

“Why choose me...?”

Base

42.5cm
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72cm

* Storage for up to 25
bottles
* I can be an all in one
drinks cabinet with
shelves and drawer and
wine store
* Under drawer runners
See me on page 37...
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Chichester /Free-standing

Finishing Touches
370mm

86cm

81cm

91mm

130mm

End Grain
Chopping Block

5ft Potboard

CHI-CHP-TW-

CHI-DRE-POT-B- LS

LS

“Why choose me...?”

55cm

370mm

230mm
170mm

“Why choose me...?”

* Beautiful end grain
wooden top to keep
your knives sharp
* Under drawer runners
See me on page 34...

87cm

49cm

153cm

230mm

* Unique potboard style
for a great look
* Elegant leg shape
protected at base with a
nylon foot pad
* Under drawer runners
See me on page 36...

38mm

466mm

50mm

170mm

Perrin & Rowe

Perrin & Rowe

Chichester

KCA-TAP-PER4460CP

KCA-TAP-PER4360CP

KCA-TRL-466

Chrome Tap

Chrome Tap with Handrinse

Aluminium Towel Rail

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* Chrome
* Swinging neck
* Hot & cold mixer

* Retractable handrinse
* Swinging neck
* Hot & cold mixer

* Retractable
* Two hanging bars

220mm

Kitchen Island
CHI-ISL-140x80-

600mm

600mm

LS

“Why choose me...?”

82cm

490mm

500mm
800mm

* Versatile storage for
wine, books, pots,
plates, knives, forks,
you name it!
* 3 Adjustable shelves
* Under drawer runners
See me on page 31...

92cm

180mm
200mm

500mm

142cm

Villeroy & Boch

Villeroy & Boch

Neptune

KCA-SIN-CER-2BL

KIA-SIN-001

KCA-SIN-STL

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* Double bowl
* Belfast sink
* Glazed ceramic

* Single bowl
* Belfast sink
* Glazed ceramic

* Double bowl
* Stainless Steel

Double Bowl Ceramic Sink

Single Bowl Ceramic Sink

Stainless Steel Sink

New
20mm
100mm
60mm
2500mm

60mm
4000mm

85mm

85mm

3000mm

Curved Kitchen Island
KCB-ISLC-1630

“Why choose me...?”

93cm

* Curvaceous ends with
plenty of storage space
* 1 Adjustable shelf
* Under drawer runners

78cm

163cm

Chichester

Chichester

Chichester

KCWU-COR-250

KCWU-COR-4M

KCB-SKT-3000 / KCB-SKT-400

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* For use on wall, full height &
counter top cabinets

* For use on wall, full height &
couter top cabinets

* 3m for use on base & full height
cabinets
* Curve for use on curve base cabinets

2.5m Top Cornice

4m Top Cornice

3m Skirting & 4m Curve Skirting Board

Includes velvet lined cutlery tray

Standard Colour /
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LS

- Limestone
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Suffolk
Specifications
The concept follows the classic Shaker look of pared back
simplicity set to a perfect proportion. No adornments are
needed here as the elegance is plain to see.
The standard colouring reflects our freestanding Suffolk
collection in reverse: the exterior is hand finished in a
beautiful Dove Grey and the interior is in Honed Slate.
Timber abounds in our favourite ash for the shelving and
drawer boxes, which are fitted with state of the art soft close
drawer runners.
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Suffolk /Base Cabinet Explained

/Wall Cabinet Explained
Side profile

Wall Fixing
Cabinet ‘ears’
At the back of each cabinet there are 30mm
‘ears’ that project out to the rear. This allows
for a robust construction process. These ‘ears’
are removable where you have services that
require extra space.

Stainless Steel wall fixing brackets

Base cabinet standard depth
600mm including 40mm void

Our wall cabinets are 338mm deep as standard to
allow storage of most dinnerware. At the top of
each cabinet is a 100mm batten which allows each
cabinet to be hung from the wall by fitting through
the back recess with two adequate screws.

406mm
60mm

Wall cabinet standard
depth 338mm including
18mm wall batten
800mm

40mm void

Base cabinet standard
height 890mm

Wall Batten

Wall cabinet
standard height
800mm

Fitting wall battens
to the wall allows the
cabinet to be be hung
to ensure perfect
alignment.

2220mm

338mm
440mm

650mm
30mm

Adjustable feet

Front Feet

Chrome feet are easily adjusted by
screwing with an allen key. Built to last
as long as the kitchen and carry any
load.

Our Suffolk fully framed cabinets have front
feet for the highest quality look. These
are easily adjusted to floor variations by
sanding.

890mm

End panel
The side cheeks allow for end panels to be fitted.
These end panels fit into the cheeks behind the front
face and are secured through the recess at the top and
bottom of each cabinet.

600mm

Standard depth :

70mm

Cabinet ‘ears’
End panel

560mm

Base cabinets are set 920mm tall including
30mm work surface.

65mm

The maximum void (70mm) that can be
achieved by cutting back the cabinet ‘ears’.
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338mm

Wall cabinets are set at 338mm from
the wall as standard.

Standard height :
65mm

Plan view

Void :

Plan view

Cornice
Cabinet

406mm

Standard height :

600mm

Standard depth :
End panel

Base cabinets are set at 600mm from the
wall as standard.

Adjustable
wall fixing
bracket

Cabinet

Wall

65mm

Wall

Void

60mm

70mm

Wall cabinets are set 440mm above a
work surface as standard giving a total
height of 2220mm including cornice
from the floor.

Elevation view
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Suffolk /Full Height Cabinet Explained
Full height cabinet standard depth 600mm
(upto 700mm from the wall possible)

Stainless Steel wall fixing brackets

Full height cabinet
standard height 2220mm
including cornice

Adjustable feet
Chrome feet are easily adjusted by
screwing with an allen key. Built to last as
long as the kitchen and carry any load.

Versatility
Suffolk full height cabinets can hold
a variety of appliances, hide fridge
freezers and provide masses of storage.

Front Feet
Our Suffolk fully framed cabinets
have proper front feet for the highest
quality look. These are easily adjusted
to floor variations by sanding.

Wall

Standard depth :
Full height cabinets can be set from 600mm
to 700mm from the wall.

Adjustable
wall fixing
bracket
700mm

Standard height :
600mm

Cabinet

Full height cabinets are set 2220mm tall
including cornice.

Plan view
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Suffolk /Cabinet Joining
Offset

Flush

A key feature of the Suffolk kitchen is the ability to form an overlap.
When designing a kitchen we use this to emphasise a feature, such as a sink.

Alternatively you can set the cabinets flush for a cleaner more modern look.
Choose from one of our more modern monochrome paints to emphasise this
look... you can even bring the kicker plate forward to emphasise the flush look and
fit with our smallest chrome knobs.

12mm

24mm

This also provides additional functionality. If you require a larger service void for
when there is not quite enough space, each overlap that you incorporate will
provide an additional 12mm.

22.5mm

Create a feature...

Dimensions

A smooth run...

Plan view

Plan view

Wall

Wall

Dimensions

005.22
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Suffolk /Base Cabinets
890mm

560mm

560mm

560mm
190mm

890mm

890mm

890mm

890mm

560mm

560mm
350mm

500mm

220mm

890mm

(left & right)

560mm
600mm

1090mm

(left & right)

190 Towel Rack Base Cabinet

220 Towel Rack Base Cabinet

500 Double Bin Base Cabinet

350 Base Cabinet

600 Base Cabinet

1090 Base Cabinet

SUFK-BAS-0190-TOW

SUFK-BAS-0220-TOW

SUFK-BAS-0500-DBI

SUFK-BAS-0350-SDR/SDL

SUFK-BAS-0600-SDR/SDL

SUFK-BAS-1090-DDC

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* Built in single towel rail
* Great for small gaps
* Also perfect to store your trays

* Built in double towel rails
* Great for medium gaps
* Also perfect to store your trays

* Two bins included
* Perfect for recycling
* Pull-out door

* 2 Adjustable ‘Zig-Zag’ shelves

* 2 Adjustable ‘Zig-Zag’ shelves

* 2 Adjustable ‘Zig-Zag’ shelves

890mm

890mm

560mm

560mm

560mm

890mm

890mm

560mm
520mm

280mm

190mm

890mm

890mm

420mm

(left & right)

560mm

560mm
560mm

(left & right)

990mm

190 Wine Rack Base Cabinet

280 Wine Rack Base Cabinet

520 Single Bin Base Cabinet

420 Base Cabinet

560 Base Cabinet

990 Base Cabinet

SUFK-BAS-0190-WIN

SUFK-BAS-0280-WIN

SUFK-BAS-0520-BIN

SUFK-BAS-0420-DDL/DDR

SUFK-BAS-0560-DDL/DDR

SUFK-BAS-0990-DDD

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* Storage for 6 bottles
* Great for small gaps
* Bottles held in place on solid timber rails

* Storage for 12 bottles
* Great for medium gaps
* Bottles held in place on solid timber rails

* One bin included
* Perfect for recycling
* Pull-out door

* Under drawer runners
* Adjustable ‘Zig-Zag’ shelf

* Under drawer runners
* Adjustable ‘Zig-Zag’ shelf

* Under drawer runners
* Adjustable ‘Zig-Zag’ shelf

New

890mm

890mm

890mm

890mm

597mm
597mm

560mm
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560mm

560mm
42mm

140mm

560mm
220mm

690mm

560 Base Support Panel

140 Chopping Block Base Cabinet

220 Chopping Block Base Cabinet

690 Undercounter Oven Cabinet

SUFK-BAS-SUP-0560

SUFK-BAS-0140-CBT

SUFK-BAS-0220-CBT

SUFK-BAS-0690-OVN

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* Supports work top at end of run
* Use inbetween 2 appliances

* Complete with 1 chopping block & 1 tray
* Great for small gaps
* End grain chopping block

* Complete with 2 chopping blocks & 2 trays
* Great for medium gaps
* End grain chopping block

See Pages 116/117 for Paint Colours – Pages 120/121 for Handles, Hinges & Catches

“Why choose me...?”
* Home for your single oven
* Ideally suited for work surface hobs
* Neff appliances recommended
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Suffolk /Base Cabinets
(right)

560mm

560mm

560mm

540mm

390mm

890mm

890mm

890mm

890mm

550mm

560
860mm mm
-900mm

(left)
1110mm

560mm

(left & right)

860-900mm

390 4 Drawer Base Cabinet

540 4 Drawer Base Cabinet

1110 Blind Corner Base Cabinet

860 Corner Base Cabinet

SUFK-BAS-0390-DRW

SUFK-BAS-0540-DRW

SUFK-BAS-0550-BCL/BCR

SUFK-BAS-0860-CBR/CBL

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* Under drawer runners
* Graduated drawers for an array of storage
* Complete with velvet cutlery tray

* Under drawer runners
* Graduated drawers for an array of storage
* Complete with velvet cutlery tray

* Ideal for the smaller kitchen
* Shelf storage inside
* Makes the most out of otherwise easily
lost space

* Bi-fold door
* Shelf storage inside
* Makes the most out of otherwise easily
lost space

New

890mm

New

890mm

560mm

920mm

680 4 Drawer Base Cabinet

890mm

890mm

560mm
680mm

560mm

New

700mm

560mm

900mm

920 4 Drawer Base Cabinet

700 Sink Base Cabinet

900 Sink Base Cabinet

SUFK-BAS-0680-DRW

SUFK-BAS-0920-DRW

SUFK-BAS-0700-SIN

SUFK-BAS-0900-SIN

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* Under drawer runners
* Graduated drawers for an array of storage
* Complete with velvet cutlery tray

* Under drawer runners
* Graduated drawers for an array of storage
* Complete with velvet cutlery tray

* Home for your single Belfast sink
* Removable blanking panel included to
use with under-mounted sinks

* Home for your double Belfast sink
* Removable blanking panel included to
use with under-mounted sinks

830mm

Velvet Cutlery Tray
- explained

890mm

560mm

830 Corner Carousel Cabinet

530mm
1350mm

- explained

890mm

300mm

Plan view
1350 7 Drawer Base Cabinet

830 Corner Carousel Cabinet

SUFK-BAS-1350-DRW

“Why choose me...?”
* Under drawer runners
* Graduated drawers for an array of storage
* Complete with 3 velvet cutlery trays &
knife tray
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All of our All-Drawer Base Cabinets
come with a velvet lined cutlery
tray. This is the perfect material
for keeping your cutlery, and has
a smooth luxurious feel. The trays
are tailored to each cabinet and are
also available individually.
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900mm
including
void

SUFK-BAS-0830-CAR

“Why choose me...?”
* Carousel shelves inside
* Makes the most out of otherwise
easily lost space
* Can be fitted left or right handed

70mm
void

530mm

300mm
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Suffolk /Base Cabinets

/Panels
122mm

890mm

890mm

546mm
-600mm

450mm

480mm

890mm

890mm

1200mm

22mm

18mm
door

600mm

480 Single Potboard Base Cabinet

1200 Potboard Base Cabinet

600 Adjustable False Panel

SUFK-BAS-0480-POT

SUFK-BAS-1200-POT

SUFK-END-0600-BAS

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* Place this at the end of a run or mid
run to add open storage and character
to your kitchen
* One drawer and lower shelf storage

* Perfect at the end of a custom built island
* Three drawers and lower shelf storage for
pots and pans

* Supplied dry jointed to allow
adjustment in size and fit into
any space in your kitchen design

600 Washing Machine ‘Face’
SUFK-BAS-0600-WAS

“Why choose me...?”
* Hide away an integrated washing
machine
* Neff, Bosch + Siemens appliances
recommended

122mm

122mm

890mm

888mm

560mm
400mm

(left & right)

500mm

890mm

890mm

800mm

22mm
door

600mm

22mm
door

600 Dishwasher ‘Face’
400 Curved Base Cabinet

Free-standing Chopping Block

SUFK-BAS-0400-CBR/CBL

SUFK-BAS-0500-BLK

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* Beautiful curve door
* Shelf storage inside
* End panel included

* Heavy duty chopping block
* Hanging rail complete with hooks

600mm

600mm

600 Undercounter Fridge ‘Face’

SUFK-BAS-0600-DIS

SUFK-BAS-0600-FRI

“Why choose me...?”
* Hide away a tall integrated dishwasher
* Should be used with lower moulding to
complete the seamless look
* Neff appliances recommended

“Why choose me...?”
* Hide away an integrated fridge
* Neff appliances recommended
Please note your appliance may require ventilation.

New

890mm

47.5mm

725mm

725 Appliance Doors
SUFK-APP-DOO-0725

“Why choose me...?”
* Hide away an integrated fridge
* Neff appliances recommended
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Suffolk /Wall Cabinets
New

800mm

800mm

338mm

450mm

(left & right)

650mm

800mm

338mm

see diagram
below

(left & right)

600mm

(left & right)

338mm

750mm

450 Door Wall Cabinet

600 Door Wall Cabinet

390 Corner Wall Cabinet

750 Open Wall Cabinet

SUFK-WAL-0450-SDL/SDR

SUFK-WAL-0600-SDL/SDR

SUFK-WAL-0390-45L/45R

SUFK-WAL-0750-OPN

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* 2 Adjustable ‘Zig-Zag’ shelves
inside

* 2 Adjustable ‘Zig-Zag’ shelves
inside

* Single shelf inside
* Uses corner space efficiently

* Massive amounts of open storage
* Adjustable ‘Zig-Zag’ shelving
system

390 Corner Wall Cabinet
800mm

800mm

338mm

450mm

(left & right)

650mm

- explained

338mm

338mm

920mm

338mm

Plan view
450 Glazed Wall Cabinet

920 Glazed Wall Cabinet

614mm

1050 Open Wall Cabinet
390mm

SUFK-WAL-0450-SGL/SGR

SUFK-WAL-0920-DDG

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* Adjustable oak framed shelves
with glass inset
* Built-in spot light

* Adjustable oak framed shelves
with glass inset
* Built-in spot light

800mm

1050mm

SUFK-WAL-1050-OPN
338mm

“Why choose me...?”
* Massive amounts of open storage
* Adjustable ‘Zig-Zag’ shelving
system

650mm

800mm
excluding
cornice

338mm
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920mm

338mm

338mm

(left & right)

338mm

920mm

920 Door Wall Cabinet

338 Curved Wall Cabinet

920 Plate Rack Wall Cabinet

SUFK-WAL-0920-DDC

SUFK-WAL-0338-CUR/CUL

SUFK-WAL-0920-WPR

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* 2 Adjustable ‘Zig-Zag’ shelves
inside

* Single shelf inside
* Uses corner space efficiently
* Cornice included

* Display all your plates in style
* Holds up to 12 plates

See Pages 116/117 for Paint Colours – Pages 120/121 for Handles, Hinges & Catches
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Suffolk /Counter Top Cabinets
1240mm

1240mm

/Cooker Surrounds

300mm

300mm

575mm
450mm

500mm

(left & right)

450mm

2500mm

575mm

1900mm

920mm
complete look

complete look

500 Door Counter Top Cabinet

920 Door Counter Top Cabinet

1900 Cooker Surround Top Cabinet

2500 Cooker Surround Top Cabinet

SUFK-CTP-0500-SDL/SDR

SUFK-CTP-0920-DDC

SUFK-CTP-1900-CST

SUFK-CTP-2500-CST

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* Massive amounts of storage
* 3 Adjustable ‘Zig-Zag’ shelves
inside

* Massive amounts of storage
* 3 Adjustable ‘Zig-Zag’ shelves
inside

* Teamed with the cooker surround side
cabinet, this adds an elegant finishing
touch

* Teamed with the cooker surround side
cabinets, this adds an elegant finishing
touch .

Please note cornice is not included

Please note cornice is not included

550mm 300mm
(depth) (width)
1240mm

1240mm
940mm
962mm

338mm

500mm

(left & right)

338mm

920mm

500mm

350mm

300mm
(width)

(left & right)

350mm
(depth)

complete look

500 Glazed Counter Top Cabinet

920 Glazed Counter Top Cabinet

350 Cooker Surround Side Cabinet

Buckland Cooker Hood Corbels (pair)

SUFK-CTP-0500-SGL/SGR

SUFK-CTP-0920-DDG

SUFK-CTP-0350-CDL/CDR

BUC-COR-300

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* Adjustable oak framed shelves with
glass inset
* Built-in spot light
* Great for displaying glassware

* Adjustable oak framed shelves
with glass inset
* Built-in spot light
* Great for displaying glassware

* Teamed with the cooker surround top,
this cabinet adds an elegant finishing
touch

* Can be painted to provide an
architectural feature

2605mm

1240mm

385mm

338mm
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750mm

703mm
Deep

750 Open Counter Top Cabinet

Buckland Cooker Hood

SUFK-CTP-0750-OPN

BUC-HOO-2605

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* Use in combination with a seven
drawer base cabinet to create a
kitchen dresser

* Teamed with the Cooker Hood
Corbels it adds an elegant
finishing touch & is the perfect
way to conceal an extractor fan

See Pages 116/117 for Paint Colours – Pages 120/121 for Handles, Hinges & Catches

2395mm
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Suffolk /Full Height Cabinets
1260mm

190 Wine Rack
Full Height Cabinet

2160mm

600mm
-700mm

597mm

suFK-FuL-0690-LdL/Ldr

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* Great for framing an
american fridge
* Holds 16 bottles
* each bottle is held in place
on solid timber rails

* Perfect for filling in
alcoves
* Store all your cookery
books in style
* adjustable ‘Zig-Zag’
shelving system

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

400mm

920mm
(360x1016mm
including batten)

600mm
-700mm

690 appliance Full
Height Cabinet (1050)

suFK-FuL-0690-060

suFK-FuL-0690-105

“Why choose me...?”
* Space for a single
appliance
* High cupboard & 4
graduated drawers for
an array of storage
* under drawer runners
* Neff appliances
recommended

780mm

380mm

690 Single appliance
Full Height Cabinet (600)
1050mm

* Various combination
options to fit appliances
* High cupboard & 2
graduated drawers for
an array of storage
* under drawer runners
* Neff appliances
recommended

597mm

2160mm

suFK-FuL-0920-bri

suFK-FuL-0388-CuL/Cur

“Why choose me...?”

* Links together two full
height kitchen cabinets
* Make good use of space
above an american
fridge

780mm

* Four adjustable shelves
* Maximum use of space
* Softer look to end a run
of cabinets
* Curved cornice included

600mm
-700mm

450mm

* adjustable shelves inside
* Four graduated internal
drawers on runners
* Designed for a work surface
to be placed inside to create
a seamless look

690mm

2160mm

2160mm

1100 Larder
Full Height Cabinet

* Split doors to match
fridge freezer
* Doors can be hung on the
left or right
* extra tall appliances
recommended, please use
the following models or
the latest equivalent:
Neff: K9524, K8345

2160mm

suFK-FuL-1100-Lar

“Why choose me...?”

474mm

1100mm

suFK-FuL-0690-Fri

“Why choose me...?”

* Two large pan drawers on
runners
* Internal drawers, shelving &
spice racks
* Designed for a work surface
to be placed inside to create
a seamless look

600mm
-700mm

2160mm
total
height

388 Full Height
Curved Cabinet

“Why choose me...?”

780mm

690 Fridge Freezer
Full Height Cabinet

600mm
-700mm

690mm

1260mm

* 3 adjustable shelves inside
* Four graduated internal
drawers on runners
* Designed for a work surface
to be placed inside to create
a seamless look

1543mm

“Why choose me...?”

2160mm

600mm
-700mm

920 Bridge Link
Wall Cabinet

525mm

2160mm

suFK-FuL-0450-LdL/Ldr

690mm

340mm

690 Larder
Full Height Cabinet

suFK-FuL-0380-bOO

190mm

597mm

450 Larder
Full Height Cabinet

2160mm

suFK-FuL-0190-Win

400mm

2160mm

380 Book Case
Full Height Cabinet

2160mm

1260mm

690mm

this cabinet requires ventilation so cannot
be used with fully skirted option.

1776mm
void for
appliance

2044mm
total door
height

690 Fridge Freezer
Full Height Cabinet

Cross-sectional diagram

(left & right)
628mm
void base to
door split

600mm
390mm
(excluding cornice)
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Handmade Kitchens - Chichester
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Suffolk /Panels

/Finishing Touches

890mm

890mm

890mm

70mm
12mm

628mm

2000mm

12mm

22xmm

2000mm

87mm

65mm

2000mm

18mm

65mm

3000mm

18mm

600mm

Base End/Scribing Panel

Wide Base End Panel

600 Adjustable False Panel

2m Top Cornice

2m Skirting Board

3m Skirting Board

SUFK-END-0628-BAS

SUFK-END-2000-BAS

SUFK-END-0600-BAS

SUFK-KFI-2000-COR

SUFK-KFI-2000-SKI

SUFK-KFI-3000-SKI

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* Grooved panel
* Finishes off a run of base
cabinets neatly

* Grooved panel finishes off a run
of base cabinets neatly
* Used when creating large islands

* Supplied dry jointed to allow
adjustment in size and fit into
any space in your kitchen design

* Painted in Dove Grey
* For use on wall & full height
cabinets

* Painted in Dove Grey
* Cut to desired length

* Painted in Dove Grey
* Cut to desired length

890mm

800mm
315mm

650mm

65mm
70mm

12mm

366mm

12mm

12mm

366mm

3000mm

87mm

768mm

366mm

70mm
768mm

145mm

Wall End/Scribing Panel - Short

Wall End/Scribing Panel

Wall End/Scribing Panel - Tall

3m Top Cornice

Curved Skirting Board

Island End Leg (pair)

SUFK-END-0315-WAS

SUFK-END-0366-WAS

SUFK-END-0366-WAL

SUFK-KFI-3000-COR

SUFK-SKT-400

SUFK-BAS-0070-ILP

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* Grooved panel
* Finishes off a run of wall cabinets
neatly

* Grooved panel
* Finishes off a run of wall cabinets
neatly

* Grooved panel
* Finishes off a run of wall cabinets
neatly

* Painted in Dove Grey
* For use on wall & full height
cabinets

* Painted in Dove Grey
* For use on wall & full height
cabinets

“Why choose me...?”

* For use when creating islands in
combination with island end panel
* Ideal for use with a dishwasher on
the end of a run

1240mm
180mm

12mm

478mm

Full Height
End/Scribing Panel

2160mm

SUFK-END-0678-FUL

Counter Top End/Scribing Panel

“Why choose me...?”
* Grooved panel finishes
off a run of full height
cabinets neatly

SUFK-END-0478-CTP

“Why choose me...?”
* Grooved panel
* Finishes off a run of counter top and
cooker surround cabinets neatly
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12mm

678mm
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200mm

490mm

220mm

500mm
600mm

500mm
800mm

600mm

Neptune

Villeroy & Boch

Villeroy & Boch

KCA-SIN-STL

KIA-SIN-001

KCA-SIN-CER-2BL

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* Double bowl
* Stainless Steel

* Single bowl
* Belfast sink
* Glazed ceramic

* Double bowl
* Belfast sink
* Glazed ceramic

Stainless Steel Sink

Single Bowl Ceramic Sink

Double Bowl Ceramic Sink
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Suffolk /Free-standing

Suffolk Full Height Combinations
Ultimate Full Height

Suffolk

Suffolk

3ft Wine Rack

4ft Wine Rack

SUFD-WIN-005- HS

SUFD-WIN-010- HS

“Why choose me...?”
* Our smallest wine rack
cabinet for a tight space
* Handy soft close drawer
to hold all your wine
accessories
* See me on page 60...

87cm

38cm

“Why choose me...?”
* More flexibility in a
smaller space
* Hidden under drawer
runners
* See me on page 61 ...

87cm

38cm

83cm

- explained

The ultimate centre for the serious cook’s kitchen.
A combination of two beautiful curve cabinets teamed with two
appliance cabinets (1050 housing). Collectively this offers six
shelves, two high storage cupboards, two deep drawers each
with a hidden drawer and space for up to six different appliances!
From ‘all-in-one’ cookers to microwaves, steam ovens to coffee
centres and warming trays, this can hold it all.
Contents:
1x 3m Cornice
2x Curved full height cabinets
2x Appliance full height cabinets (1050 housing)

122cm

(price excludes appliances)

Grand Full Height
- explained

This combination looks as stunning in Suffolk as it does in
Chichester and Henley. Incorporating two larders and providing
a central location for an American fridge. Joined together with
a bridge link cabinet, there are ample drawers, cupboards and
shelving to cope with the largest of families.

Suffolk

End Grain
Chopping Block
SUFK-BAS-0500-BLK- HS

Contents:

2x 2m cornice
2x Full height end panels
2x Larder full height cabinets
1x Bridge link cabinet

“Why choose me...?”
* Beautiful wooden top to
keep your knives sharp
* Solid maple end grain

89cm

50cm

80cm
(price excludes appliance)

Suffolk

Kitchen Island
SUFK-BAS-0740-ISL-aDG

“Why choose me...?”
* My storage is so
versatile, wine, books,
pots, plates, knives,
forks, you name it!
* 40mm solid ash top
* Ash wine rack

93cm

80cm

Colour Codes /
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LS

- Limestone with Natural Oak tops

HS

141cm

- Honed Slate with Seasoned Oak tops

See Pages 116/117 for Paint Colours – Pages 120/121 for Handles, Hinges & Catches
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Henley
Specifications
How to out-do Chichester? Now that was a challenge.
When we first thought of oak we rejected it because our
understanding of an oak kitchen was old and orange and
generally horrible.
But then we thought again.. surely we could get a new kind of
finish to the oak and come up with a crisp look, on the cusp
of contemporary style. It took over a year to get the finish we
liked... just a bit obsessive! And the result?
Well, we absolutely love it.
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Henley /Base Cabinet explained

/Wall Cabinet explained
Side profile

Wall Fixing

Cabinet ‘ears’
at the back of each cabinet there are 30mm
‘ears’ that project out to the rear. this allows
for a robust construction process. these ‘ears’
are removable where you have services that
require extra space.

stainless steel wall fixing brackets

base cabinet standard depth
600mm including 40mm void

Our wall cabinets are 338mm deep as standard to
allow storage of most dinnerware. at the top of
each cabinet is a 100mm batten which allows each
cabinet to be ‘hung’ from the wall by fitting through
the back recess with two adequate screws.

413mm
65mm

Wall cabinet standard
depth 338mm
800mm

40mm void

base cabinet standard
height 890mm

Wall batten

Wall cabinet
standard height
800mm

Fitting wall battens
to the wall allows the
cabinet to be be ‘hung’
to ensure perfect
alignment.

338mm

2220mm

435mm
650mm
30mm

Kickboard cut-out
Cut out section so you can fit
a long run of kickboard.

adjustable feet
Chrome feet are easily adjusted by
screwing with an allen key. built to
last as long as the kitchen and carry
any load.

890mm

end panel
the side cheeks allow for end panels to be fitted.
these end panels fit into the cheeks behind the front face and
are secured through the recess at the top and bottom of each
cabinet.

600mm

Wall

Wall

Cabinet ‘ears’
end panel

adjustable
wall fixing
bracket
560mm

base cabinets are set 920mm tall including
30mm work surface.

Plan view

Plan view
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338mm

Wall cabinets are set at 338mm from the wall
as standard.

standard height :
Wall cabinets are set 435mm above a work
surface as standard giving a total height of
2220mm including cornice from the floor.

75mm

75mm

void :
the maximum void (70mm) that can be
achieved by cutting back the cabinet ‘ears’.

standard depth :

Cornice
Cabinet

413mm

standard height :

600mm

Cabinet

end panel

base cabinets are set at 600mm from the wall
as standard.

75mm

void

standard depth :

70mm

65mm

75mm

Elevation view
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Henley /Full Height Cabinet explained

appliance Combinations...

Full height cabinet standard depth 600mm
(up to 700mm from the wall possible)

Henley 690 appliance
Full Height Cabinet
(600 housing)

stainless steel wall fixing brackets

600mm

Full height cabinet
standard height 2220mm
including cornice

adjustable feet
Chrome feet are easily adjusted by
screwing with an allen key. built to last
as long as the kitchen and carry any
load.

single oven

versatility
Henley full height cabinets can hold
a variety of appliances, hide fridge
freezers and provide masses of storage.

Compact appliance
&
Warming drawer

Coffee machine
&
Warming drawer

Henley 690 appliance
Full Height Cabinet
(1050 housing)

Kickboard cut-out
Cut out section so you can fit
a long run of kickboard.
68mm

reversable shelf with
different rail thicknesses.

1050mm

28mm

Wall

scribe strip

end panel

standard depth :
Full height cabinets can be set from 600mm
to 700mm from the wall.

adjustable
wall fixing
bracket

700mm

standard height :
600mm

Cabinet

Full height cabinets are set 2220mm tall
including cornice.
Coffee machine
&
single oven

double oven
&
single warming drawer

Microwave
&
single oven

Plan view
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Henley /Cabinet Joining
Off-set

Flush

A key feature of the Henley Kitchen is the ability to form an overlap.
When designing a kitchen we use this to emphasise a feature, such as a sink
or a 1290 Pan Drawer Cabinet.

Alternatively you can set flush for a cleaner more modern look. You can even
bring the kicker plate forward to emphasise the flush look and fit with our
smallest chrome knobs.

12mm

24mm

This also provides additional functionality. If you require a larger service void
for when there is not quite enough space, each overlap that you incorporate
will provide an additional 12mm.

A smooth run...

22.5mm

Create a feature...

Dimensions

Dimensions

Plan view

Plan view

Wall

Wall
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Henley /Base Cabinets
New

890mm

890mm

890mm

560mm

890mm

800mm

560mm

560mm

190mm

190mm

140mm

890mm

890mm

560mm

560mm
(left & right)

reverse view

(left & right)

140 Chopping Board Base Cabinet

190 Towel Rack Base Cabinet

190 Wine Rack Base Cabinet

238 Island End Base Cabinet

440 Base Cabinet

600 Base Cabinet

HENK-BAS-0140-CB

HENK-BAS-060

HENK-BAS-017

HENK-BAS-059

HENK-BAS-0440-1DL / 1DR

HENK-BAS-0600-SDL / SDR

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* Great for small gaps
* Complete with 2 pull-out end
grain maple chopping boards
* Finished in Isoguard®

* Built in single oak towel rail
* Great for small gaps
* Also perfect to store your trays

* Storage for 6 bottles
* Great for small gaps
* Discreet groove to hold bottles
centrally

* Complete with 2 handy pull-out
trays & 5 drawer boxes
* Great for creating breakfast bars
* Easily creates an island to take a
900mm wide work surface

* 2 Adjustable shelves inside

* 2 Adjustable shelves inside

890mm

890mm

890mm

560mm

300mm

890mm

890mm

890mm

560mm

560mm
265mm

560mm

560mm
560mm

300mm

400mm

(dimensions not including
skirting)

520mm

465mm
(left & right)

265 Pull-out Base Cabinet

300 Double Towel Rack Base Cabinet

300 Double Wine Rack Base Cabinet

400 Curve Door Base Cabinet

465 Bin Base Cabinet

520 Bin Base Cabinet

HENK-BAS-0265-PUL

HENK-BAS-018

HENK-BAS-019

HENK-BAS-003/004

HENK-BAS-005

HENK-BAS-071

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* Great for holding spices &
seasonings
* Ideal for smaller gaps
* Under drawer runners

* Built in triple oak towel rails
* Great for medium gaps
* Also perfect to store your trays

* Storage for 12 bottles
* Great for medium gaps
* Discreet groove to hold bottles
centrally

* Beautiful oak curve door
* Shelf storage inside
* Curve moulding & end panel
included

* Two bins included
* Perfect for recycling
* Hidden internal drawer

* Bin included
* Perfect for recycling
* Internal shelf for storage

Velvet Cutlery Tray
- explained

890mm

890mm

560mm

All of our All-Drawer Base Cabinets
come with a velvet lined cutlery
tray. This is the perfect material
for keeping your cutlery, and has
a smooth luxurious feel. The trays
are tailored to each cabinet and are
also available individually.

See Pages 120/121 for Handles, Hinges & Catches

890mm

890mm

560mm

560mm
540mm

390mm
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600mm

440mm

238mm

890mm

560mm

560mm
920mm

690mm

1290mm

390 4 Drawer Base Cabinet

540 4 Drawer Base Cabinet

690 Pan Drawer Base Cabinet

920 Pan Drawer Base Cabinet

1290 Pan Drawer Base Cabinet

HENK-BAS-013

HENK-BAS-014

HENK-BAS-015

HENK-BAS-001

HENK-BAS-016

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* Under drawer runners
* Looks great either side of a
feature cabinet
* Complete with velvet cutlery tray

* Under drawer runners
* Perfectly proportioned equal drawers
* Complete with velvet cutlery tray

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

Under drawer runners
Hidden internal drawer
Great to house all your pots and pans
Complete with velvet cutlery tray

Under drawer runners
Hidden internal drawer
Great to house all your pots and pans
Complete with velvet cutlery tray

Under drawer runners
Hidden internal drawer
Double load capacity
Complete with velvet cutlery tray
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Henley /Base Cabinets
Dimensions for
island work top:
860x1510mm
597mm
890mm

890mm

890mm

597mm

560mm

560mm

560mm
sinks
see page 171

690mm

690mm

920mm

690 Undercounter Oven Base Cabinet

690 Single Sink Base Cabinet

920 Double Sink Base Cabinet

HENK-BAS-020

HENK-BAS-006

HENK-BAS-012

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* Home for your single oven
* Can also be used with a warming
drawer and compact appliance
* Ideally suited for work surface hobs

* Home for your single Belfast sink
* Removable blanking panel included to use
with under-mounted sinks
* Pull-out drawer on under drawer runners

* Home for your double Belfast sink
* Removable blanking panel included to use
with under-mounted sinks
* Two pull-out drawers on under drawer
runners

860 Corner Carousel Cabinet

890mm

- explained

560mm

300mm

Free-standing Island
HENK-BAS-037

890mm

22mm

860mm

845mm

890mm

600mm

Plan view

860mm

890mm

sinks
see page 171

18mm
door

“Why choose me...?”

1495mm

* Beautiful Oak centre piece
* 6 shelves, 7 drawers, lots of storage
* Supplied in top, middle & bottom sections
to fit through narrow doorways (750mm
minimum doorway width)
* Under drawer runners

890mm

600mm

22mm
door

890mm

600mm

18mm
door

600mm

900mm

860 Corner Carousel Cabinet

600 Adjustable False Panel

600 Dishwasher ‘Face’

600 Fridge ‘Face’

600 Washing Machine ‘Face’

HENK-BAS-0860-CAR

HENK-BAS-0600-FAL

HENK-BAS-009

HENK-BAS-010

HENK-BAS-043

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* Carousel shelves inside
* Makes the most out of otherwise
easily lost space
* Can be fitted left or right handed

* Designed to fit any width space
* Supplied dry jointed to allow you
to cut and fit into any space in
your kitchen

* Hide away a tall integrated dishwasher
* Should be used with seperate
undercounter moulding to complete the
seemless look
* Neff appliances recommended

* Hide away an integrated fridge
* Perfectly blends in with your Henley
Kitchen
* Neff appliances recommended

* Hide away an integrated washing
machine
* Perfectly blends in with your Henley
Kitchen
* Neff appliances recommended

40mm

560mm

300mm

Please note your appliance may require ventilation.

New

890mm

890mm

560mm

540mm

560mm
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890mm

560mm
1100mm

1100mm

890mm

890mm

540mm

New

600mm

18mm
door

725mm

560mm
42mm

540 Blind Corner Base Cabinet - left

540 Blind Corner Base Cabinet - right

600 Adjustable Cabinet

725 Appliance Door

560 Base Support Panel

HENK-BAS-007

HENK-BAS-008

HENK-BAS-600-ADJ

HENK-APP-DOO-0725

HENK-BAS-SUP-0560

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* Ideal for the smaller kitchen
* Shelf storage inside
* Makes the most out of otherwise
easily lost space

* Ideal for the smaller kitchen
* Shelf storage inside
* Makes the most out of otherwise
easily lost space

* Hide away a tall integrated dishwasher
* Should be used with seperate
undercounter moulding to complete the
seemless look
* Neff, appliances recommended

* Supports work top at end of run
* Use in-between 2 appliances

See Pages 120/121 for Handles, Hinges & Catches

* Designed to be used between 600 and
300mm wide, and 560 and 250mm deep
* Supplied dry jointed to allow you to cut
and fit into any space in your kitchen
* Experience with wood joinery is required to
assemble this cabinet
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Henley /Wall Cabinets & Cooker Hood
New

800mm

800mm

800mm

New

800mm

800mm
650mm

338mm

390mm

390mm

338mm

338mm

338mm

600mm

600mm

338mm

1290mm

390 Door Wall Cabinet - left

390 Door Wall Cabinet - right

600 Door Wall Cabinet - Left

600 Door Wall Cabinet - Right

920 Door Wall Cabinet

1290 Open Rack Wall Cabinet

HENK-WAL-021

HENK-WAL-022

HENK-WAL-0600-SDL

HENK-WAL-0600-SDR

HENK-WAL-023

HENK-WAL-032

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* Beautiful oak
* 2 Adjustable shelves inside

* Beautiful oak
* 2 Adjustable shelves inside

* Beautiful oak
* 2 Adjustable shelves inside

* Beautiful oak
* 2 Adjustable shelves inside

* Beautiful oak
* 2 Adjustable shelves inside

* Beautiful oak
* Adjustable shelves inside

800mm

800mm

800mm

300mm

338mm

390mm

includes a
built-in light

390mm

338mm

includes a
built-in light

338mm

920mm

includes
built-in lights

300mm

580mm

580mm

1900mm

2500mm

390 Glazed Wall Cabinet - left

390 Glazed Wall Cabinet - right

920 Glazed Wall Cabinet

1900 Cooker Hood

2500 Cooker Hood

HENK-WAL-024

HENK-WAL-025

HENK-WAL-026

HENK-CHD-1900

HENK-CHD-2500

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* Adjustable oak framed shelves
with glass inset
* Built-in spot light
* Great for displaying glassware

* Adjustable oak framed shelves
with glass inset
* Built-in spot light
* Great for displaying glassware

* Adjustable oak framed shelves
with glass inset
* Built-in spot lights
* Great for displaying glassware

* Teamed with the Cooker Hood
Side Cabinets it adds an elegant
finishing touch & is the perfect
way to conceal an extractor fan

* Teamed with the Cooker Hood
Side Cabinets it adds an elegant
finishing touch & is the perfect
way to conceal an extractor fan

614mm

800mm
(excluding
cornice)

338mm

800mm

338mm

complete look

complete look

614mm

800mm

338mm
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338mm

920mm

338mm
390mm

940mm

940mm

338mm
390mm

350mm

500mm

1240mm

500mm
350mm

12mm

477mm
(not including
scribbing strip

scribing strip
detail

338 Curve Door Wall Cabinet - universal

390 Corner Wall Cabinet - universal

390 Open Rack Wall Cabinet

Cooker Hood Side Cabinet - left

Cooker Hood Side Cabinet - right

Cooker Hood Side Panel

HENK-WAL-070

HENK-WAL-069

HENK-WAL-031

HENK-CHC-0350L

HENK-CHC-0350R

HENK-CHD-EP

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* Glorious curve complete with
cornice
* Shelf storage inside
* Reversible - can be used on the
left or right

* Single shelf inside
* Uses corner space efficiently
* Can be used left or right hinged

* Beautiful Oak
* Adjustable shelves inside

* Team with the Cooker Hood
* Adjustable oak framed shelves
with glass inset
* Built-in spot light

* Team with the Cooker Hood
* Adjustable oak framed shelves
with glass inset
* Built-in spot light

* Grooved panel finishes off a run
of cooker hood cabinets neatly
* Scribing strip included in the box

See Pages 120/121 for Handles, Hinges & Catches
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Henley /Free-standing & End Panels
43cm

Henley Full Height Combinations
75cm
Cornice

Ultimate Full Height
- explained

Henley

4ft Wine Rack

Full Height
Wine Rack

209cm

HEND-WIN-019

87cm

38cm

The ultimate centre for the serious cook’s kitchen.
A combination of two beautiful curve cabinets teamed with two
appliance cabinets (1050 housing). Collectively this offers six
shelves, two high storage cupboards, two deep drawers each
with a hidden drawer and space for up to six different appliances!
From ‘all-in-one’ cookers to microwaves, steam ovens to coffee
centres and warming trays, this can hold it all.

Henley

HEND-WIN-017

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* Beautiful solid oak top
* Adjustable ‘Zig-Zag’
wine shelving

* Storage drawer and
serving shelf
* Adjustable ‘Zig-Zag’
wine shelving
37cm

122cm

Contents:
1x 3m Cornice
1x 3m Skirting board
2x Curve full height cabinets
2x Appliance full height cabinets (1050 housing)

Base

65cm
(price excludes appliances)

Grand Full Height
- explained

End Panel Scribing Strip

We have fallen in love with this combination. The oak look is an
exciting twist on the traditional Chichester grand full height.
Incorporating two larders and providing a central location for
an American fridge. Joined together with a bridge link cabinet,
there are ample drawers, cupboards and shelving to cope with
the largest of families.

890mm

Each of our end panels (excluding the wide base panel)
comes complete with a solid oak scribing strip. This is
detachable from the end panel in order for it to be easily
profiled to your wall. It joins to the end panel with a
tongue and groove joint.
Scribing strips are supplied in 50mm widths for base and
full height end panels and 22.5mm for wall end panels.
See page 60 for finished result.

30mm

70mm

Contents:

1x 3m Top cornice
1x 3m Skirting board
2x Full height end panels
2x Larder full height cabinets
1x Bridge link cabinet

70mm Solid Oak Filler Strip
HENK-KFI-0070-FIL

“Why choose me...?”
* Used for filling gaps
* Can be used either side of a cooker
for a bigger air gap

890mm

(price excludes appliance)

800mm

890mm

2000mm
12mm

577mm
(excluding
scribing strip)

scribing strip
detail

577 Base End/Scribing Panel
HENK-END-056
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12mm

2000 Wide Base Panel
HENK-END-055

12mm

315mm
(excluding scribing
strip)

scribing strip
detail

HENK-END-057

315 Wall End/Scribing Panel

“Why choose me...?”

HENK-END-058

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* Grooved panel finishes off a run
of base cabinets neatly
* 50mm scribing strip and a
skirting filler strip included in
the box

* Grooved panel finishes off a run
of base cabinets neatly
* Used when creating large islands

* Grooved panel finishes off a run of
wall cabinets neatly
* 22.5mm scribing strip included in
the box

See Pages 120/121 for Handles, Hinges & Catches

627 Full Height
End/Scribing Panel

2155mm

scribing strip
detail

12mm

627mm
(excluding
scribing strip)

* Grooved panel finishes
off a run of full height
cabinets neatly
* 50mm scribing strip
and a skirting filler strip
included in the box

920 Bridge Link
Wall Cabinet

340mm

525mm

920mm
(360x1016mm
with batten)
When teamed with
our full height
cabinets the space
for a fridge is
1815 x 920mm

HENK-FUL-035

“Why choose me...?”
* Links together two full
height cabinets
* Perfectly frames an
American fridge

please turn over to see full range of full height cabinets...
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Henley /Full Height Cabinets
690 Fridge or Freezer
Full Height Cabinet
HenK-FuL-0690-Fri-12

690 Larder Full Height
Cabinet - right

2155mm

2155mm

“Why choose me...?”
* Door can be hung on
the left or right
* Lower storage drawer
* Neff appliances
recommended

HenK-FuL-036

“Why choose me...?”

600mm
690mm

* adjustable shelves inside
* Inner door storage &
drawers
* Designed for a work
surface to be placed inside
to create a seemless look

690 Larder Full Height
Cabinet - left

2155mm

adequate ventilation
needs to be considered
when designing
skirting etc.

adequate ventilation
needs to be considered
when designing
skirting etc.

1949mm
total
door height

Cross-sectional diagram

622mm
void base to
door split

600mm

597mm

400 Curve Full Height
Cabinet - right
597mm

HenK-FuL-038

“Why choose me...?”

600mm

400mm

2155mm
597mm

* Curve cornice, skirting
& end panel included
* Shelve storage inside
* Designed for a work
surface to be placed
inside to create a
seemless look

(excluding skirting)

690 appliance Full
Height Cabinet (600)

2155mm
(excluding
cornice)

HenK-FuL-040

“Why choose me...?”

600mm

400mm

* Curve cornice, skirting
end panel included
* Shelve storage inside
* Designed for a work
surface to be placed
inside to create a
seemless look

690 appliance Full
Height Cabinet (1050)
HenK-FuL-042

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”
* Beautiful Oak
* 1050mm space for
appliances
* High storage cupboard &
lower drawer
600mm
690mm

appliance Cabinet (600)

appliance Cabinet (1050)

baby of our two appliance cabinets, this
cabinet appliance aperture may be slighty
smaller, but makes up for it with ample
storage space. a large top hinged door with
abundant storage divided by a shelf.
below are two large drawers with under
drawer runners. the top drawer has a secret
concealed drawer within in, perfect for
housing all those utensils that should never
be far from your oven.

big brother to the appliance cabinet left,
this cabinet has been designed to give you a
perfect cooking centre. there are a variety of
cooking appliances that can fit this aperture.
these range from ‘all in one’ cookers to
microwaves, steam ovens to coffee centres.
simply choose your favourite items, check
the combined heights and fit easily with the
assistance of the adjustable and reversable
shelves. below is a large drawer with under
drawer runners, with a secret concealed
drawer too. above is more storage hidden
away by a top hinged door.

- explained
400 Curve Full Height
Cabinet - left

1050mm

* Beautiful Oak
* 600mm space for
appliances
* High storage cupboard
& lower drawers
690mm

- explained

2155mm

HenK-FuL-041

600mm

Larder Cabinet
Our larder cabinet is like an oak swiss army
knife! it is neat and compact on the outside,
yet with a wealth of storage on the inside.
the bottom half of the cabinet has four
compartments and a pull-out drawer, ideal
for storing all of your condiments.
the middle section has three adjustable
shelves for all your tins and bottles, pasta and
dry goods. Meanwhile the door shelves can
look after all your various bottles of oil, jams,
herbs or spices. the top compartment gives
further storage, particularly for those items
that little fingers should not find!

* Split doors to match
fridge freezer
* Doors can be hung on
the left or right

690 Fridge Freezer
Full Height Cabinet

690mm

“Why choose me...?”

690mm

1776mm
total void for
appliance

“Why choose me...?”

690mm

HenK-FuL-033

600mm

2155mm
total
height

HenK-FuL-039

600mm

2155mm
(excluding
cornice)

* adjustable shelves
inside
* Inner door storage &
drawers
* Designed for a work
surface to be placed
inside to create a
seemless look

690 Fridge Freezer
Full Height Cabinet

2155mm

- explained

(excluding skirting)
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see Pages 120/121 for Handles, Hinges & Catches
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Henley /Finishing Touches
3000mm
125mm

125mm
1500mm

22mm

125mm
2000mm

22mm

2000mm

75mm
3000mm

22mm

95mm

3000mm

25mm

30mm

20mm

20mm

1.5m Skirting Board (x2 pack)

2m Skirting Board

3m Skirting Board

2m Top Cornice

3m Under Work Surface Moulding

3m Skirting Moulding

HENK-KFI-048

HENK-KFI-069

HENK-KFI-047

HENK-KFI-070

HENK-KFI-064

HENK-KFI-065

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* Beautiful oak
* Cut to desired length

* Beautiful oak
* Cut to desired length

* Beautiful oak
* Cut to desired length

* Beautiful oak
* For use on wall & full height
cabinets

* Beautiful oak
* Neatly finishes off the underside
of your work surface

* Beautiful oak
* Needed to go on top of feet to
complete the seamless look

Right
100mm
100mm
120mm

148mm

3m Kickboard
HENK-KFI-049

“Why choose me...?”
* Beautiful oak
* Required when using henley feet

Left

97mm

228mm

97mm

95mm

Mitred End Foot - left & right

Centre Foot

HENK-KFI-050/051

HENK-KFI-054

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* Beautiful oak
* For use at the end of a run of
cabinets

* Beautiful oak
* For use between end feet on a run
of cabinets

100mm

100mm

126mm

3000mm

75mm

97mm

3000mm

22mm

3m Top Cornice

How it all fits together...
Cabinet off-set feet

Island leg end (pair)

Use these when off-setting
cabinets (not shown below).

Use these on the corners when creating
bespoke island (not shown below).

HENK-KFI-063

Skirting moulding

“Why choose me...?”

Neatly finishes off the
tops of the various feet.

* Beautiful oak
* For use on wall & full height
cabinets

100mm

126mm

97mm

201mm

201mm

Straight Foot - left

Straight Foot - right

Corner Foot

HENK-KFI-052

HENK-KFI-053

HENK-KFI-061

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* Beautiful oak
* For use at the end of a run of cabinets
when next to an appliance eg. fridge or
oven

* Beautiful oak
* For use at the end of a run of cabinets
when next to an appliance eg. fridge or
oven

* Beautiful oak
* For use with corner cabinets

Under work surface
moulding
Neatly finishes off
the underside of your
work surface.

890mm

115mm

75mm
125mm
121mm
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145mm

70mm

100mm

46mm

Cabinet Off-set Feet

Island End Leg (pair)

Top Cornice Joining Block

HENK-KFI-062

HENK-KFI-068

HENK-KFI-067

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

“Why choose me...?”

* Beautiful oak
* For use when off-setting cabinets
requires left & right mitered feet

* For use when creating islands in
combination with island end panel
* Ideal for use with an end of run
dishwasher (see page 121 for example)

* Beautiful oak
* Fit between two lengths of cornice

See Pages 120/121 for Handles, Hinges & Catches

Straight Foot

Skirting board
Available in 2 or 3m lengths.

Mitred End Foot
Use when you finish your run of
cabinets with some lovely skirting.

Centre Foot
Place between cabinet joins
for a different look.

Kickboard
Available in a 3m length.

Corner Foot

Use when you need to
finish your run of cabinets
nice and straight against
an appliance.

Continues your beautiful
kitchen round a corner.
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Neptune recommends
appliances...
The versatile design of our Neptune cabinets allows them to work well

* Please check the product specification on the relevant product page to

with many appliances, though we find the high quality, practical design

be sure your cabinets and appliances are well matched.

features of Neff make for a particularly successful partnership, whilst
offering a range of models to suit all budgets.

Refrigeration

Cooking and Heating

Fridge Freezer

Larder Fridge

600 Ovens

Double Ovens

Chichester

Henley p.190

Suffolk

Sliding Hinge Design

Fixed Hinge Design

-

1400h Appliance

-

Our cabinets are designed to suit most single ovens*

Our cabinets are designed to suit most double ovens*

KIV38V20GB

KIV38A51GB

-

KIL24A50GB

-

HBG33B550B

HBM13B2

K8524X7GB

K8345X0, KI6873F30G

-

K5764, K5724

-

B46E74N3GB, B45E74N3GB, B15M52N3GB

U15M52N3GB

K138VV20GB

KI38VA50GB

-

K124RA50GB

-

HB75GB550B

HB55MB551B

Chichester p.141

Henley p.191

Suffolk p.169

Undercounter Fridge
Chichester p.137

Henley p.185

Undercounter Freezer
Suffolk p.163

Chichester p.137

Chichester p.123/146

Henley p.184/191

Suffolk p.159/168

Compact Appliances

Henley p.185

Suffolk p.163

Chichester p.146

Henley p.191

Chichester p.146

Henley p.191

Suffolk p.168

Microwaves
Suffolk p.168

Chichester p.146

Henley p.191

Suffolk p.168

Our cabinets are designed to suit most undercounter fridges*

Our cabinets are designed to suit most undercounter fridges*

Our cabinets are designed to suit most compact appliances*

Our cabinets are designed to suit most models of microwave*

KUR15A50GB

GUD15A50GB

HBC84E

HMT84M

K4336X8GB, K4316X7GB

G4344X7GB

C77V60N2GB

C47C62N3GB

KU15RA51GB

GU15DA50GB

HB84E562B

HF24M562B

Warming Drawers

Washing

Chichester p.146

Dishwashers
Chichester p.137
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Henley p.191

Suffolk p.168

Our cabinets are designed to suit most warming drawer*

HSC140P51B

Laundry
Henley p.185

Suffolk p.163

Chichester p.137

Henley p.185

Extra tall appliances recommended*

-

SBV65E00GB

WIS24140GB

S72T69X3GB, S72M63X2GB

W5440X0GB, V6320X0GB

SX76T096GB

WI14S440GB

Suffolk p.163

N21H40N3GB
HW140562B
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Pembroke /Fitted Storage

New

4 SizeS OF FitteD BOOkCASe & Wine RACkS Pembroke

Pembroke

PeM-bOO-Fit-400

PeM-bOO-Fit-525

Pembroke

Pembroke

PeM-bOO-Fit-650

PeM-bOO-Fit-825

40cm Fitted bookcase/Wine rack
216cm

52.5cm Fitted bookcase/Wine rack

65cm Fitted bookcase/Wine rack

32.5cm

82.5cm Fitted bookcase/Wine rack

40cm
52.5cm
65cm
82.5cm

Suffolk

CORniCe, SkiRting, SheLving & enD PAneL -

200cm/300cm Cornice
suFK-KFi-2000/3000-COr

6cm
250/400cm

30cm

40cm

Suffolk

200cm/300cm skirting
6.5cm

suFK-KFi-2000/3000-sKi
30cm

52.5cm

300cm
217cm

30cm

65cm

Chichester

250cm/400cm Cornice
6cm

KCWu-COr-250/4M

30cm

82.5cm

1.2cm

36cm

Pembroke

Pembroke Full Height

PeM-sHe-400-2PC
PeM-sHe-525-2PC
PeM-sHe-650-2PC
PeM-sHe-825-2PC

PeM-bOO-eP

additional Oak shelves

250/400cm

end/scribing Panel

Chichester
300cm skirting

10cm

KCb-sKt-3000
300cm

CReAte yOUR OWn COMBinAtiOn
all our fitted bookcases and wine racks
are fully framed and feature our zig-zag
adjustable shelving system so they can
support the heaviest and largest loads. The
adjustable stainless steel feet are perfect for
leveling even on the most uneven floors.
The shelves are available in oak and the
dove grey and honed Slate colours give
the shelving a soft two tone finish.
400mm + 825mm + 400mm

196196

525mm + 825mm + 825mm + 525mm

650mm + 400mm + 650mm
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Did you know?
did you knoW ThaT We are WhoLe home
specialists with a particular passion for beautiful,
practical, well made furniture with excellent value?
We design and make everything! That is rare but we
love developing our ideas for the whole house. So
from bedroom to garden, we have it covered.
please contact your local neptune specialist for a copy
of our latest brochures, garden, interior, kitchen
and Bathroom.
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Please see our other brochures too!
Interior, Accessories, Bathroom & Garden
You can view all of our brochures online at neptune.com

Like us on Facebook and keep up to date with the latest
news, competitions and offers.
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Neptune, Blagrove, Swindon, Wiltshire SN5 8YG
t : +44 (0) 1793 427300 e : info@neptune.com

Now available online at

neptune.com

